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is with the crop of last year, and that
tn
100 represents that crop, and
figures for each locality
than 100, is the estimate of the
crop greater or less than that of la
year. What have our readers to say
about 140 representing the Ρ1"®8®"1°Γ Ρ
of aunles in Maine? In some former reports this association has been cbarged
with over-estimating the crop in the interest of the shippers.
HBI'OKT or COMMITTEE.

August 8.

Reoort of the executive committee on
the prenent condition of the
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increasing

or
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R°Vermont, 180 per110cent, quality good.
Massachusetts,

per cent,

quality

^Connecticut, 120 per cent, quality
K°Rhode Island, 100 per cent, quality
g°NewYork, 110 per cent, quality fair

^Pennsylvania,
'*New Jersey,

t0

125

per

cent,

100 per cent,

quality

quality

fair

Delaware, 50 percent, quality fair to

g°Ohio, 60 per75cent, quality poor to good
K°Wieconsin,
Indiana,

g°IUinoie1

20

Missouri,
8°Kaneas,

to

qualitjj

70 per cent,
good.
per cent, quality fair to

quality

20 per cent,
15 per cent,

10 per cent,

^Oklahoma

and

Tsar»
g°Weet

quality poor

per cent,

Michigan,
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to

Indian territory, 100

sst

Virginia, 175 per cent, quality
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CHAPTER VIII.
4 o'clock In the afternoon of
a Hue but chilly March day when
rhllip regained Holborn with L>
making a lump In his pocket and
Isaacsteln's letter safely lodged in his
The mere weight of the gold
coat.

IT

was

Canada, not including Nova Scotia, 125
per cent, quality fair to good.
Nova Scotia, 150 per cent, quality fair

guggested

an

"Here's our bus."
As tbo vehicle drew up he caught the
brass rail with bis left hand and warded off assailants with the bundle under
his right arm.
"Quick," be said to the woman as
Boon as the people Inside bad descended. "Jump In."
She essayed to do so, but was rudely
thrust aside by a young man who had
paused on the roof to light a cigarette,
rhllip -prang onto tbe step and butted
the young gentleman In the stomach
with bis parcel, causing the other to
sit down heavily on the stairs. The
boy caught the woman's arm with his

unpleasant posBibllltj.

clothes were so worn that the frail
calico might give way and every golden coin rattle forth to the pavement
So with' one of Mr. Abingdon s shllllnirs he made hie first purchase, a catobacco pooch with . »nap
mouth, for which he paid
Then he adjourned to an aerated bread
shop and ordered some refreshments.
While the waitress wae brlnglng hli
cup of tea and piece of cak^
trived to slip all the sovereigns but one

EST

»,n^°ce.

into the tobacco pouch.
He did this with his hand in the
pocket Itself, and more than once there
« as a pleasant clink as the coins fell

disengaged band aud pulled her up.

He dived in after her.
"You young"— roared the discomfited
smoker.
"'Ere! Come orf of It," said the conductor. "Why didn't ye git dahn before? D'ye wnnt a lift?"
Others hustled the protesting one
out of the way.
"Confound tbe Kast End, I say!" he
growled as he crossed to the Mansion
House. "What the deuce Lady I.oulse
Morlaud wants to keep on sending me
to that wretched mews for I can't
Imagine. Anyway I can tell her this
time that the place Is empty and will

Into their novel receptacle.
Λ man sitting near caught tho soun'
Phi
and looked up suspiciously.
whose senses were very much on tin.
alert today, realized that his action
was somewhat careless. Without even
glancing at his neighbor, he took ou
his remaining couple of shillings and
the thro»» pennies, and affected to coun.
a certain degree of astonishthorn
ment

will!
as

ruse was

if some were missing.
satisfactory. The man gave

lilm no further heed and soon quitted
the restaurant.
Philip tendered the odd sovereign In
payment of his bill. The girl cashier
seemed to be surprised that such a

ragged youth should

owu

so

large

be pulled down ne::t week."
And thus It was that Fhilip collided
with Messrs. Sbarpe & Smith's clerk,
detailed by tbe anxious Lady Morlaud
to discover bis whereal»outs.
They
met and bumped Into each other In the
whirlpool of London just as two ships
might crash together by night in mid-

a

'"•All silver, please." said Philip, when

Atlantic and draw apart with milled
feelings, or scraped paint, which H the
same
thing, without the slightest
knowledge of each other's Identity.
Within the omnibus the woman was
volubly grateful. She bad a kludly
ûeart and timidly essayed questions as
to Philip's relatives, hop',:; ; that she
might make their acquaintance.
"I'll be bound, now," she said, "that
y«u have a good mother. You can always tell what the parents are like
Jvhen you see the children."
"My mother was indeed dear to me,"
he replied sadly, again driven out oi'
himself by the mournful recollection ;
thus suddenly induced, "but she Is
dead, lost to me forever."
Some people in the bus ceased talkThey were attracted by the
ing.
strong, clear voice of tills unkempt
boy, whose diction and choice of word.;
were so outrageously opposed to his
garments. Luckily the silence warned
him or his new friend's sy:.ipa:'jy
might have brought about un embar
rasslng position.
And is your father
"1'oor thing!

coi'lil the guardians of the peace be
hold blameworthy, such Is the Imp
tance of mere appearances.
Tlie boy. during his short and terribly
•harp tussle with London life, had algrasped tbl» essential tact. and.
with great skill and inetbod. be set
the task of altering his own

rovi.w ol th.
'"f^noral
S
lowplM:«")
fche United
show that the best

crops in
States extend from °h.o and Michigan
eastward through New ^ork. New E.ng
land including Canada and Nova Scotia,
these several etates and sections show-

ing

affl»

considerable .««.»

over one

year

feline

tickets via this Company's
steamers are on sale at all principal work so successfully
now
charge
and
railroad stations.
the work of the U. S. Department of roosts they multiply very rapidy
inin
the
Philippines—Prof. F. soon become so numerous that tbey
Agriculture
Freight rates are always as low as Lamson-Scribner.
jure the birds and hinder the producother lines.
tion of eggs.
C. G. Atkins.
If the house is as free from cracks and
HancocktCo.
All freight,
except Live Stock, is inTbe Parmer is especially glad to get openings as possible and then system•ure<i against fir· and marine risk.
the
this wide experience of our correspond- atic effort is made to destroy
will not take long to overcome
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
ent, since it contains important evi- pests, it
best remedy is to
dence of result· to be obtained from them. Perhaps the
Portland, Me.
fill the opening with kerosene. Some
planting of pine· as well. Beside·, there
and
is a lesson for the youthful readers of advise the use of kerosene emnlsion
it with excellent
the Fanner in the success that has come the writer has need
We Do all Kind· of....
too trouto the lad who planted trees according results, but its preparation is
to instructions in the absence of his em- blesome to make it profitable. Painting
the roosts with orude oil, or even with
JOB PRINTING.
ployer, and thereby began a career refined
oil, is effective and not very exwhich has landed nim In an enviable
pensive.—Turf, Farm and Home.
position.—Maine Fanner.

+£

ly.

poor to

I"'111»

J. CLODE.

lived rlncc. If it wasn't for the kindness of neighbors, baby and I would
have starved. I can ill afford this tuppence. but I can't walk any further."
"Well, look out now," be said cheeri-

She began to count his change.
lie would take no uioro rlske If he
could avoid them. Not a single police200 per cent, quality poor man In London would have failed to
tl>
arrest him at that moment were his
Kentucky, 25 per cent, quality poor.
store or gold revealed by any chance
Tennessee, 75 per cent, quality poor.
Yet ΡΙιΙΓρ was rich honestly, and there
Colorado, 35 per cent, quality poor.
were men driving away from the city
Idaho, 150 per cent, quality good.
at that h >ur whose banking accounts
Utah, 10 per cent, quality good.
were plethoric with stolen money. I· or
Montana, 125 per cent,
California, 50 per cent, quality good. their carriages the policemen would
Oregon 125 per cent, quality K°°^·
stoM the traffic. In neither Instance

ν75Γηΰ°Λ cent, quality

EDWARD

+

44
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diminishing theι per- His

The Ben Davis crop, as far west
from
as Colorado, shows a heavy
poor.
onevear ago, which more tha· offsets
For the first time this year Brattlethe increase in the east, so that ^>e presboro, Vt., and surrounding towns are
ent
promisee to be somewhat.less
feeling the need of rain, although it thancrop
one year ago, but
hardly can be said that the territory is excess taken
as a whole, for the Unitea
experiencing a drouth. In the northern
Canada and Nova Scotia of the
part of the county the dryness is scarcetwo years ago.
ly noticeable, but in the southern part crop
Respectfully submitted,
the effect of the dry weather is beginC. P. Rothwell, Chairman.
|
ning to be apparent in the pastures and
in fields, where the grass or second crop
Farm Notes from Maine Towns.
been cut
has
recently. Vegetation
Augusta, Aug. 19—Harvesting the
there is beginning to turn red. The
nioet serious result thus far has beeu a hay crop is finished here, and farmers
to getshortage in the milk supply and dairy are now turning their attention
stored. Grain is looking
products, but the farmers are producing ting the grainlate
sowed, which are rusta
fairly good supply by feeding from well except
will
their harvested crops. Corn curls a ing quite badly. Many about here
from
the field this year,
little in the daytime, but it appears thresh directly
considerable expense
vigorous in the morning. Tobacco thereby saving Fred M. Scribner
has
plants wilt a little under the sun, but and trouble.
down the old house on the farm rerecuperate during the night. The sup- torn
by him, aDd ie now
ply of water in the springs is diminish- cently purchased
a
new one.
Many pieces of
ing, but few springs have failed. The building
have not grown well and
potato crop has reached a point where early potatoes
are nearly a failure; late planted ones at
a drouth can do it but little harm.
this writing are badly in need of rain.
Potatoes have dropped in the local marWhen to Transplant Pines.
ket to 75 cents per bushel. Corn is
1 read with much interest and some looking fairly well. Grass has started
surprise the advice given by Prof. well, and much second crop will be cut.
Tower in your issue of Aug. 1, to plant Good cows, lambs, veal and bogs comyoung pines out in spring and fall, not mand high prices.
during the growing season. I have bad
Appleton, Aug. 19—Nearly all the
It is
some personal experience in this matter upland hay is cut in this vicinity.
readers.
which may interest your
reported by nearly all farmer· that their
between
somewhere
than
Many years ago,
hay crop was considerably lighter
1S70 to 1S75, I decided to plant some last year. Potatoes are looking well,
on the windy Bides of aud those that were «not sprayed with
windbreaks
pine
some oichards in the town of Manches- the Bordeaux mixture are beginning to
ter, Maine. I studied the authorities rust. Strawberry plants are looking
then existing, and found tbey decidedly well, but a good rain would be benefavored transplanting during the grow- fieial.
ing season. Being personally occupied
Winterport, Aug. 17—Haying very
in another part of the state, at the much delayed. Acres of grass now
lad
an
Farmers are beginning to
intelligent
stauding.
proper date I engaged
of about sixteen years to do the work market early potatoes and report a goodforme. I gave him these instructions: yield and good quality. Corn very late,
To wait until the new growth of the but looking well. Oats looking fine.
pines was an inch long, and then begin Eggs *25 cents per dozen.
and push the work as fast as convenient,
Phillips, Aug. 19—There will be more
taking the treee up from pastures and hay cut this month than was cut in July.
fields, wherever he could find them of Haying here is nearly done, but there
the right size anywhere from knee-high are large areas out in the north part of
When I returned I the county. The hay crop will not be
to shoulder-high.
fonnd he had begun about the first of above 90 per cent of last season's crop.
June and finished on the fourth of July. Oats are looking first rate. Recently we
He bad transplanted a little over 400 have had dry weather. Potatoes are
pines, and I am sure that not a dozen of late, but promise a fair crop; the crop's
them failed to grow. I never found size has been overestimated by some of
more than half a dozen dead ones among our state papers.
Apples, on intervale
them
Tbey stand there to-day large lands, will be almost a failure; on hill
When they had been transplant- orchards nearly an average crop. The
trees.
ed about 20 years I measured a great result of corn and beans depends upon
to girth whether we
get a frost this month. At
many of them and found thpm
three or four feet from the ground, from this date both are looking well. Peas
24 to 40 incheR, one or two larger tbau have been a success. Many apple, pear
and plum trees were injured by the exthat.
Now I have since then transplanted a treme cold of last winter.
few b:ishy pines, two inches in diameter
Masardis, Aug. 17—The past week has
at the butt, during the month of Au- given us fairly good weather, in which
of tbem lota of bay has been housed, and yet
gust, and made the majority
live. Two years ago I had between 80 there is only one-fourth of the crop to
feet be cut. Rust is appearing on some potafour
to
and 90 small pines, two
high, transplanted Aug. 24 and 25, from to fields, and if it continues to spread we
pasture· and woodlands, to form wind- can harvest but a small crop of rather
breaks at the U. S. fishery station at inferior quality. Three weeks of dry
Craig brook, and the failure· to grow weather would give us but a fair crop.
were very few. Uo I feel justified in Wild fruit is abundant, but the apple
recommending to your readers tbe trans- crop will be but about one-fourth of an
planting of pines during the growing average crop. A good many apple
to
season, if it suits their convenience
trees, both old and yonng, are dying.
do so.
for
outlook
that
the
to
me
It seems
The Chicken Mite.
success and profit in artificial pine planMites usilally stay on the birds only
tations in the state of Maine is excellent.
to get a meal, when tbey
Any man aoder forty years of age might long enough
in
own life. leave and again secrete themselves
his
for
returns
hope
daring
the roost.
If I had planted out pines by the acre the crevices and cracks of
If they would remain on their victims
when I made those windbreaks in Mantime to
chester, I might now be selling the it would take but a very short
Since tbey perish in
for finishing lumber, or at least destroy them.
dust, the birds would soon take them to
or box-wood.
visited the dust
By the way, the boy who did that their death when they
of bath. In the oraoks and crevioes of the
is
in

{tioduct

ffl^'KÏNG ef I

P™e®"f

States,'

Slab Wood,

A Positive

from

dry weather is becoming a serious menace to crops in the Connecticut
valley farming districts. The bright
prospect· which the farmers had a few
weeks ago for an average crop of tobacco, potatoes and corn are getting
gloomier every day, with the hot August sun pouring down on the already
dried-up soil. Tobacco that ie growing
on sandy soil has a better chance than
that grown on clay or rock soil, as there
is still a little moisture in the deep
san iy soil, which will give the crop
about ten more days of natural help before it, too, will show signs of decay.
The potato crop is also suffering badly.
Although the foliage looks as well ax
could be expected, when the farmers
dig for the potatoes there are but few to
be found of sizeable growth. Corn is in
the same predicament, and while the
stalks are waving high, the ears are bo
dwarfed that the farmers have not the
courage to harvest them and take tbem
to market. It is so with all crops;
everything needs water.
The farmers in the vicinity of Windsor Locks, Conn., and more especially
the tobacco growers, are in a depressed
the lack of rain
state of mind over
The growers whose crops are not yet
ripe are hopeful, but others can setnothing but disaster ahead for their fine
fields of tobacco. Potatoes are suffering
Tomatoes
more than the tobacco crop.
are not badly affected as yet.
The drought in the vicinity of Rock
ville, Conn., is the most severe for years,
and will cause much loss to the farmers.
The greatest damage is reported to potatoes, and farmers estimate a lose of at
least half of the usual yield. There is
little feed in the pastures, as they are all
burnt up by the dry, hot weather.
Corn is now suffering severely, but rain
may save the greater part of the crop,
although the yield will be smaller than
usual. The tobacco has stood the dry
weather well until within a week or so,
but it is now affecting it seriously.
There will also be a light yield of vegetables and all kinds of fruit, with the
possible exception of grapes.
Athol, Mass., and vicinity are feeling
the effects of the long-continued dry
spell, and fields and highways are suffer
ing badly. Fortunately the first crop of
hay is about all in but the lack of rain
will injure the usual large amount of
Berries are still very high, especrowen.
ially high blackberries and blueberries.
Other late crops are also feeling the
effects of little moisture. A drive over
the roads around Athol finds them all
dusty. In several places the dust almost reaches the hubs, and the farms
also show the effects of no rain. Cows,
which are out to pasture at the present
time, are finding slim rations. Reports
from Petersham. Royalston and North
Dana were in effect much the same as
those from Athol, and the farmers are
all worrying, and uot needlessly, over
the present outlook. The farmers report the crop of potatoes from two to
three weeks late, but expect a large
crop. The first crop of hay was good,
but if the dry weather continues the
farmers fear the second crop will be
The

'' JoNES.

rvR. Η

Drought.

Damage

SUFFXB 8KB10US1.Y.

MAINE.

jt,LTil rARIS.

PLOW."

CorresDonilenoe on practical agricultural topic
le solicited.
AUdreee «11 communications Id
tended for thle department to Hems τ I>
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
oc rat. Paris, lie.

barnes.

p.
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Apple Shippers Estimate.
The following is the report of the
executive committee of the Apple Shippers' Association on the apple crop of
» reports atΛ.Ιγ «nod
meeting, held at Atlantic City, Aug. 7.
It will be borne in mind, the comparison

allant

shabby exterior.

Gray s
In a side street loading out of crav'm
[un road he found a secondhand
a
Here l»e
ciotlio.; shop.
won», but decent, blue serge suit for
S shillings sixpence, a pair of boot* for
5 shillings, a cap for nlnepence, a woolen shirt for 2 shillings and u lmeu col-

I'^cbai^ |

lur for threepence.
lie haggled sufficiently over the bargain to suit the ueeds of a scanty

purse.
••I've cut 'em dahn low euough.

the shopkeeper mournfully.

|

dead too?"
"Yes. ne died long ητο."
"Where do you live now?"
"Oh," he said, "I have been stay in*:
In north Loudon, but will leave tlierc
soon, jyid I have not settleJ anything
definitely at present. Where is the
laundry you si>oke of? I will call some
day if I may and learn how you an»

said
,,

'Thjugs

Isn't wot they was In the ole clo hue,
let me tell yer. Not but what you do
want a new rlg-aht."
"Yes," said l'hlllp. "I've got a Job
and can't keep It unless I look decent.
For the life of him he could not burlesuue the cockney accent, and al-

though he used the simplest phraseology the man giauced at him sharply.
Philip rattled all his silver and coppers on to the counter. He counted out
1G shillings sixpence.
"Not much left, is there?" he said.

getting on."

"I will 1)0 so pleased. It Is a little
place iu James street, the only one

there. Ask for Mrs. Wridey."
"It Is lucky you understand laundry
work or things might go bard with

you."

She laughed pitifully.
"I don't. They asked me If I was λ
washer or an ironer. I thought wash
ing required least experience, so I said
I was a washer. I am quick to learn
and will watch the other women. If
they find me out, I cr.y be discharged.'
"Oh, cheer up!" he said pleasantly.
"I don't suppose you'll find it very
hard."
Her voice sank almost to η whisper.
"It is not tbe work I dread, but the
surroundings. I was a schoolteacher
before my marriage. My husband wns
We put ull our
an electrical engineer.
savings Into a little business, and then

I

look 'ere," said the man.
You're a sharp
"Gimme lifteen bob.
You'll uiyke yer w'y all right
lad.
Nex' time you want some duds come to
me an' I'll treat you fair."
"Thank you very much," said Philip,
considerably surprised by this generous
act. "I certainly will not forget you.
"You can change In my little back
That lot you've got
room If you like.
ou ain't worth tykln' 'ome.
•
I am obliged for your kindness, but

"Well,

I must be oil now. It is late, and 1
have a long way to go."
^
"Where t >7 llolloway?
".No; city ν.·:ΐι\ι.·
The cluilii*.: n;ul biwts were made up
in » parcel by this tiuie. I'fclllp bur
rit' 1 «wny. ^lail to escape further ques-

--the end came."
"Not quite the end. ι am ouiy u υ<·.ν.
but I've hml tips and downs enough to
know that the beginning of next week
the·
may be η very different affair to

end of this.

tioning.
Philip sprang Into u bus for the Bank.
At the iloyal K::chauge he would catch

greeu bu.s for the .Mile End road.
It was almost dark wheu he reached
the Bank. Thus far the omuibuscs going east were not crowded. Now the
situation had changed.
The hutnau eddy lu that throbbing
center of life was sending oflf Its swirls
to all poiuts of the compass, and the
u

eastbound vehicles were boarded by
au eager crowd Rlniost before the passengers arriving at the terminus could
descend.

poor woman greatly hampered by
was struggling with others to
obtain a seat In the Mile End road bus.
Philip, coming late ou the scene, saw
her swept ruthlessly aside by a number of uien and boys. The conductor
Jerked the bellrope several times.
A

a

baby

There was no more room.
The woman, white faced and disappointed, looked around with a woebePhilip, who would
gone expression.
have gladly paid for a cab to take her
to her destination, dared no uothlng of
the sort. P.ut he said:
"Keep close to me. I will get you η
seat In the next bus."
"Oh, I wish you would." she said,
with a wau smile, "I am so tired. I
have walked here from Rhepberd'a
Bush."

Goodby."

passing the London hos
They
pita], and he thought it prudent to
alight at some distance from Johnson's
were

Mews.
"Well, iïod bless you, anyhow." ehr
aald earnestly.
"
'E's got 'is 'ead screwed on tight,
that lad," commented a man sitting
next to her.
"Better than that, he has a good
heart," said Mrs. Wrlgley. Most fortunate Mrs. Wrlgley—to have encountered Philip In that hour, which she deemed the blackest In her life.
He hastened through the familiar
bustle of the busy thoroughfare with
It Is true, but
1 heightened expectancy,
devoid of the least fear that his meteor

Ills mother
had been discovered.
would take good care of It. Why, the
he
mere chance remark of the woman
had befriended showed that her gentle
spirit watched over him wherever he
went. Here was a stranger, a sad toiler among the millions, who went out of
her way to praise the goodness of one
she had never seen. lie laughed joyously. Mrs. Wrlgley should have further cause to bleus his mother's mem-

!

ory.
He passed O'Brien's shop.. He saw
the old man seated behind the counter.
Should he go In? No. Better keep
wholly to himself at present. Yet he hes
itatèd. Which was the more Judicious

Itaby." course, to remain hidden, unknown, or
carry
•That's a long way
"What could I do? People won't or to drop quietly into the groove where
to

a

take care of children without payment
I heard I could get work lu a laundry
there, so 1 went to look after It.
There's nothing to be had down our
way. la there?"
"Things turn up suddenly," said

Philip.

#

"Not for the poor, my lad. I fear
you know that without my telling you.
But you are young and will soon be a
man."
Her wistful tone went to his heart.
"Didn't you succeed at the laundry?"
be

Inquired.

"Yes; I ought to be thaukful. I can
I start
earn 0 shillings a week there.
on

Monday."

"Isn't your husband at work?"
"He Is dead. Poor fellow, be caught
cold last Cbrletmas and was burled In
January. Qod only knows bow I bave

With rare perspicacity for one so young, he refl -ctcd
that only live day.* had elapse 1 since
he was

recognized?

Scrofula

Few are entirely free from it.
It may develop so slowly as to canse
little if any disturbance daring the whole
period of childhood.
It may then produce dyspepsia, catarrh, and marked tendency to consumption, before causing eruptions,
sores or

swellings.

To get entirely rid of it take the great

blood-purifier,

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

In usual llqold form or In chocolated tablets
known as tarMtab·. 100 4osss fl.

The
he last saw tlie old panstoner.
period hulked largely lu Philip's life;
In O'iîrlen's it would be as naught.
Yielding tu the second thought, he entered the shop.
"Glory be to God, Thil, but it's mlself
is glad to see ye!" cried his old friend.
"Where have ye bin to, at all, at all?
Have yez heard what the murtherln'
I
war office is afther doln' to me?

haven't hud a sowl to sphake to about
the throuble they've put on me In me
owld age."
was
not strictly accurate.
This
O'Iîrien had pestered the whole neighborhood with the story of hie withheld
and the preposterous claim

pension

made on him by some red tape enthusiast In Tall Mall. Hut his plaint effeetuull.v stopped all further reference
to Philip's disappearance. As to tht"blt o* shtoue" that was "naythur
alum nor lime," he hadn't a word to
en

y.

Philip 1 orrowed a spade, a small
sweepiug brush and a strong sack without evoking the slightest comment
from the pensioner, who discoursed Incessantly on the iniquity of the "gov·
ermlnt" and whose farewell remark
dealt with the attempt to rob him of "'a
hundred gowlden sov'rins."
Decidedly the boy was In luck's way.
lie had secured some necessary implements without attracting any atteu
tion. Watching a favorable opportunity, he slipped uuseeu into the gloom of
Johnson's Mews. He tried the door of
No. 3. It was locked. He Inserted the
key and entered. The darkness within
was th:i ♦ of utter blindness, but he
dumped his impedimenta on the floor
and locked the door behind him.
Then he groped his doubtful path to
the mantelpiece where he flad left a
candle and a box of mutches. His boots
crunched as he went on what he knew
to be mostly diamonds, and he stumbled over the mattress In front of the
Yes, the candle was there.

fireplace.

Soon he had a light. The tiny gleam
lifted the black curtain, and he surveyed his domain. Λ single glance showed hlni that all things remained exactly
as he left them on Saturday morning.
The packet of letters rested on tht
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packages

were

one*.

They

were

added to the first small

heavy, too, weighing

sev-

In placing them
eral pounds en ch.
aide by side close to the wall beneuth
the front window he suddenly realized
an unforeseen difficulty.
If these shreds of matter—the mere
busk, as It were, of the meteor—were
what would be the
■o ponderous,
weight of the meteor Itself? How
could he hope to lift It from the hole
in which it lay, how "convey it from
Johnson's Mews to a new and safe,
habitation? He might as well eudeavto move an unwilling elephant.
For thi
The thought chilled him.
first time since his parting Interview
with Mr. Abingdon, Philip experienced
With somethingοΓ
a dread of failure.
panic In his blood, he snatched th<·
candle and ran hastily Into the yard.
Ile knelt and held the light low In the
excavation. Then he cried aloud:
"What! Am I so ready to lose faith
or

in mother?"
For the huge metallic mass—so bitthat It would not enter the bore of the
largest cannon known to modern gunnery—was spilt asunder in all directions. Its tissures gaped widely as if
to mock at him. The rain and steam

had done their work well. It was even
that he would not need the
spade, but would be able to pick out
each separate chunk with his hand.
Instantly he put the thought into ex
ecutlou and succeeded in lifting sevto the yard level. He noted
eral

possible

pieces

that they were gorged with the dull
white pebbles, some being the size of
pigeon's egus. He could not help comparing them in his mind's eye with the
collection now lodged in Isaacsteiu's
If those were worth £50,000,
safe.
these must be of fabulous value.
other person in the wide world

Any
might have been excused If he pinched
himself or winked furiously or took

out the

gold

filled tobacco

pouch

for

careful inspection to assure himself
that he was not dreaming. Not. so
Philip. The only dominant feeling in
his brain was one of annoyance that
he should have doubted for one single

Instant that means would be given him
to secure absolute and undisputed control of his treasure.
But there remained the problem of
weight. His original idea was to wrap
the actual body of the meteor in the
■tout sack he obtained from O'Brien
and then inclose all his valuable· in a

tin trunk which he would purchase

next morning.
Any ordinary trunk
would certainly be spacious enough,
but its phenomenal weight would unquestionably evoke more comment than
he desired, and it would need two
•trong men to lift It.
This portion of Ws plan needed to be
entirely remodeled, and he was now
more than ever thankful that the £50.
save one expended,
reposed In his

He

glanced

ut

the window and huw

pocket. With money, all things, or
nearly all thlugs, were possible.
Owing to the cramped space in which
the meteor lay, It was no small task to
bring It to the surface In sections, but
he persevered. By strenuous endeavor
he accumulated an astonishing pile of
Iron ore studded with diamonds, looking not unlike almonds in a brown
cake, and the glittering caudle held low
down failed to reveal anything else in
the hole. There was a good deal of
debris at the bottom, and the depth was
To reach to Its
now over four feet.
u

fact·.

broken chair, tfc, old sack was «tutted
into the window and the rope—that
never to bo forgotten rope—dangled
from the hook to which lie had fasten-

ed it

The sight brought a lump into his
throat. He sank to his knees, pressed
down, he felt, by some superior power.
"Mother," he said humbly, "forgive
me and ask God to forgive me for
what I would have done

were

you not

watching over me."
In the spiritual exaltation of the

mo-

ment he almost expected to tiud that
sweet face peering at him benignantly
from out the dim background. But be
could not see her, and he rose, revivified by tills spoken communion with
her. lie had no shadow of doubt as to
her presence. God to him was the uni-

and his mother the unquestionable means of communication with the
Providence that governed his life. He
would die rather than abandon tha't
Were It dispelled from his
belief
mind he was quite certain that his
wealth would vanish with it. It wa*
no haphazard accident which had sent
the diamond laden meteor headlong
from the sky. He was despuiring, dy
lug. His mother appealed for him,
and, behold! The very elements that
control the world obeyed a mighty beverse

hest.

He began to work methodically, li,
the first place, he lit a fire, for the
evening was chilly; then he shook hi<

mattress and swept the fioor, gather
lug into a heap all the tiny particles
with which It was littered. These ho
collected in a piece of newspaper and
folded them Into a parcel, which again
he Inclosed in a stouter sheet of brown
paper, finally tying the wholo with a
yard of string he carried in his pocket.
Ihere were hundreds of tiny diamonds in that insignificant package
and not a few the size of small peas
As a matter of fact, he discovered sub
sequently that the net result of his
sweeping brought him iu over a £1,000.
Having examined every nook and
crçvice of the apartment by the aid
of the candle, he satisfied himself that
naught remained which would ludi
eate to the most curious eye any event
out of the common having occurred ii·

that humble dwelling.
It was typical of Philip's Implicit
faith that he did not unlock the back
door until his interior task was ended.
He knew that his meteor was untouched.

The
wind without.
Its rays were, illumi
nated the small yard sufficiently to reveal Its debris of white stones and
darker 1 (imps of oiotal. Begiuiiiug at
the doorway, he swept vigorously but
with minutest care, until he had form
ed four good sized piles on the flag-

There was
candle, feeble

no
as

stones.
He could not afford to differentiate
between the debris of the damaged
and the fragments of the

pavement

It was easy to distinguish the
larger pieces of broken glass from the
window Inside the house. In the yard
he had neither the time nor the light

meteor.

to select the bits of shattered stone
All must go together, to be sorted with

leisured care subsequently.
He scrutinized the external window
sills, the door posts, the chinks of the

■mall coal house door at the farther
end of the yard, even the rough surfaces of the wails, and removed every
speck of loose material. More news
paper was requisitioned, but after utilizing the twine on his parcel of clothing he ran short of string.
He coolly went up the stairs, unfastened the rope with which he had intended to ha»" himself and loosened
Soon he hnd nu η bun·
'
dance of strong cord, and four bulky

full extent he was compelled to Jam
his head and shoulders into the excavation and feel blindly with one hand, so
he rightly concluded that a final examination might be left until daylight.
By this time he was hot ami covered
with dirt. Ile stripped, washed himself
In front of the fire and changed Into

his

new

clothes.

Ile did not possess a looking glass,
but he felt sure that he presented a re
markably different appearance when
attired In a neat serge suit, a clean
shirt and reputable boots. His first impulse was to thrust his discarded gar
mcnts into th^ lire, but sentiment pre
vailed, and he folded them into a par
cel.

""
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went out. To his exceeding surprise lie
discovered that it was nearly 9 o'clock.
Time had indeed flown.
The shops in the Mile End road open
early and close late. He entered a
restaurant where he was unknown,
passing, as a matter of policy, the coffee stall of his kindly helper of those
former days now so remote in his

crowded memories. After eating a
hearty meal, for which he was thoroughly prepared, he tendered a sover

eigu in payment.
The

proprietor barely glanced

at him

well dressed, aecor ilng
to local ideas, and his strong, erect
figure, his resoltite face, added two or
three years to his age when contrasted
with the puny standard of fifteen as
■et by the poverty stricken East End.
He had forgotten to buy a necktie
and a new pair of stockings. These
omissions he now rectified, aud he also

Philip

was now

a warm, dark gray traveling
a ball of
rug, several yards of drugget,
twine and a pair of scissors. A couple
of stout but worn leather portmanteaus
caught his eye.
"Those are cheap," said the salesman
quickly, "only 15 shillings each,"
"I'm not sure I can afford so much,"
said Philip hesitatingly, for the rug

purchased

alone cost £1 Gs.
"They're a real

bargain—real leather.

made under £3 each.
"Oh, very well! I will take them."
He produced £3, got his change and
walked away with his goods without
causing any wonderment. The shopman was only too glad to have such a

They

were never

customer at that late hour.
Philip bow knew that he was fairly
safe, but he decided that a billycock
hat gave him a more mature appearance than a cap. This alteration l>eing
effected, he hurried olt to Johnson's
Mews and re-entered his domicile with

curtniu covering the lower pane-·, and
be did not want atiy stray leafer to
gaze in fit him αη<1 discover η large
quantity of luggage In sucli a disreputable hovel.
When the foarth bag was di--posed
of in the dark recess of the scullery he
panse J for an instant to listen. There
was not a sound. Through the window
be could dimly discern the roof of the

deserted stables opisislte.
He bent again to the task of packing
the tiflh portmanteau and was placing
In it the last parcel of ore and diamonds when some of the heavy contents fell through one end where the
dir.-get wrapping had been hastily
folded.
Shaking the package on the floor as

grocer beats down the contents of a
bag, he picked up the fallen speciand [tut them In. one by one. Λ
large lump of c"i had fallen apart
when It dropped. Inside there was α
huge kernel, a rough diamond quite as
large as a hen's egg.
Flilllp smiled as he rivalled his boast
to Isaacsteln. He examined the stone
critically and realized tint if It were
flawless It must be one of the marvels
of creation. Without experiencing any
positive motive he slipped this unique
specimen into his |x»cket and Vent on
with the reconstruction of the damaged
a

sugar
mens

parcel.

Hie portmanAt last he finished.
teau was lying open on the floor when
the thought occurred to him that he
might have «voided the flurry and trouble of carrying these heavy articles
Into the scullery if he had nailed a couple of yards of his drugget across the

window.
It was not too late even now to rectify this defect. He glanced at the win-'
dow to ascertain how much material he
should cut oIT and saw a face—an evil,
brutal, suspicious face—peering in at
him over the top of the curtain.

IT

he at that moment.
He never remembered seeing the man
before, not that this repellent physiognomy was of a type to be soon forgotΛ bullet head, with prominent,
ten.
bloodshot eyes, a strong, cruel mouth,
a huge nose, badly broken—a certain
strength of character In features deas

based by drink and criminality—these
were the tokens writ legibly ou the
countenance glaring intently at the boy
from without.
The two gazed ut each other for un
appreciable time. The man's face wandered from I'hlllp's face to his costume

the mews and not from it*

betokened the advent of some person
who had no special reason to conceal
his movements.
Th'j lioy listened breathlessly. The
onco:ner reached Jils door, passed It,
stopped opposite the window, and then
another face peered over the curtain.
This time it was α policeman.
For an instant their eyes met In mutual astonishment.
Then the policeman came so close that his hulmet rested a^nlnst a pane of Rlnss. Ho grinned
affably and cried:
"Here! I want to speak to you."
Intuitively frrosplng the essential
fact that his best policy was one of
ready acquiescence, Philip sprang toward the door and unlocked it.
lie
stood 011 the step. The constable ap-

proached.
"I hope I didn't startle you," he be-

gan, "but I just looked In on the off
chance"—

"I am very triad Indeed to see you,"
Interrupted the boy. "I am leaving h»*re
tomorrow.

Just

now.

while

I

was

packing some of my belongings, a very
nasty looking man came and peeped

In at me In the same way as you did."
Ile backed Into the house. The policeman half followed him. his quick glance
noting the open portmanteau and Its
array of old clothes.
"Just now?" he questioned. "Do yon
mean some time since?"
"No, no. Not half a minute—a few

seconds ago."
He hasn't
"But where can he be?
left the mews or I must have seen
I crossed the ro:ul. and no one
him.
came out In so short a time."
"Well, he is somewhere In the place.

He had a horrid appearance—a man
He made me
with a broken nose.
jump, I can assure you."
"A man with a broken nose!
By
Jove! I'm looking for a party of that
description. A rank wrong 'un. Robbery with violence and a few other

ways and shattered windows.
"A tall man," said Fliilip, "taller
than you, for I could see his chin over
the Hiring of tlic curtain. He had a big
face, with eyes that stuck out bold-

iy"—

"It's Jock y right enough!" cried the
constable. "Now, where c:i;i he have
He's an ugly customer to
got to?
tackle single· handed," he added beneath his breath.
"Won't you wait a bit until I get
some

help?" khI I Philip anxiously.

apiteaçed to debate the
The ii.atvst comrade wa< an
acting sergeant, newly promoted. If
he were summoned, the kudos of a
smart capture would be his by right
The

man

l»olut.
portman-

and then rested on the opun
teau at the boy's feet. There was in
his expression an air of astonlsbuieut—
of
α certain gloating bewilderment—as
one who had stumbled unawares upon
some object of such potential value
that the tinder could hardly believe it
to be true. He was thinklug, wondering, debating, with himself. The gog
gle eyes seemed to see more than the
brain was inclined to credit.
I'hilip despite his alarm felt that the
right course was to reseut this Impertinent

prying

Into his affairs.

"Hello, you!" he shouted. "What do

you want?"

be
The.man grinned. He seemed to
about to answer when he suddenly
turned his head and looked down the
yard toward the entry.
Instantly he swung round and vanished noiselessly wltlj the silent alert-

ness of a cat, for the l*»j· heard
sound. Ile tdmply disappeared In the
darkness, and I'hilip. who knew ever.\
Inch of the ground, realized that his
most unpleasant visaged spy ha 1 not
only dived Into the further obscurity
of the mews, which formed a cul-de
no

ttae, but also was either in his stocking
feet or wore something over his boots to
deaden any possible clatter on the paving stones.
Here was u nice thin::, his liai>itnt

discovered bj· some tramp or criminal
skulking iu tin· untenanted building
marked out for the house breakers
within u few days. It was too bad.
IJe was sorely annoyod that he had

not thought sooner of the potentialities
of the window when the interior of the
house was Illumined by a candle and α
ruddy fire. IIow long had the man
stood there watching him? Ho had
certainly seen some portion of the con
tents of the last portmanteau. Had he
also witnessed the removal of tho others

to the

pantry?

Philip's experience

as

α

newspaper

vender told him that all London was
now familiar with his own personal
semappearance as well as with the
blance and value of his meteoric diamonds. The wlllte stones, tbe clumps
of Iron ore, bad been desert lied minute
ly by clever journalists, who supplemented Isaacsteln's clear statement by
facts gleaned from encyclopedias and

Interviews with geologist·».
Most probably this man had read
long articles about him, for the story
was such as to Uing watery curses to
the lips of every penniless vagrant in
the kingdom. Indeed, the careful scrutiny bestowed on Ills face and clothes
bore out this suspicion. Had he not

his garments the stranger
would have known his Identity beyond
all question. As it was, the man was
puzzled and disturbed at the very mo
ment he was aliout to say something.
What had happened to cause him to

changed

dropjted

and bent again over the |>ortnianteau.
The packing operations might as well
be finished now, and indeed when the
light was extinguished it would !>e better to keep away from the window,
through which a sudden thrust with
und always bought secondhand goods. an implement might do him au injury.
He took bis discarded clothes and arHe had locked and strapped the
fourth of his goodly array of traveling ranged them on top of<the last parcels
Then be reached
bags when be fancied he heard a foot- of ore and diamonds.
bundle of documents
step in the mews. Such an occurrence' out for'tlie small
would have troubled him not a jot η resting on the chair Ix-blnd hlui. Inweek ago. Tonight it wae extremely tending to place, them In a little |»ockei
in the flap which already covered onedisconcerting.
Notwithstanding the weltrht of the half of the bag.
▲t that Imtaut he again heard footpacked portmanteaus, especially the
larger one, he lifted each bodily In his steps. Of course a very few seconds
had e!ap::ed ciaee he flr.U eau rht si ;ht
arm* and ran with it into the tiny
■cullery. On the front window there of the livlnjr specter wPhoai. The
waa no blind, only a email, much worn ideas recorded at such length whirled
As the next morning would find him
occupation enough, he decided to do as
much as possible that night. Three
times he sallied forth and returned
with a good sized valLse. He paid
prices varying from £2 10s. to £3 15s.

entrance to

extremity, while their Arm regularity

CHAPTKR IX.
would be idle to deny that I'blllp
No
was startled by the sight.
braver or more resolute boy breath- little tilings. What sort of a man was
ed. Hut the silence, the mystery— he?
You saw his face only, I supthe gloomy aloofness of Johnson's pose?"
Mews—lent a sinister asjtect to an apThe constable stepped back Into the
parition formidable enough under any paved court.
Λ rapid twist of his
threatencircumstances, but absolutely
hand sent a vivid beam of light «lancing
situated
one
ing and full of danger to
over ruined tenements, disheveled door-

run awny? What had he seen or heard':
Above all. how much did he know of
Thlllp and his affairs?
Well, the door was locked, and it
would lio folly to go out again that
night. The house was absolutely un
approachable save hy the front. Philip
out incident worthy of note.
resolved to remain awake until dayVery quickly, with the help of drug- break. O'Brien's spade stood against
two
small
the
twine,
nml
get. scissors
It was a fjrmldable
the fireplace.
portmanteaus were*pacKed with pieces
to
of the meteor and the paper covered weapon, and be would not hesitate
was attempted.
parcels already prepared. When each use It if forcible eutry
iu the dark, listenbag weighed about forty pouuds he Ile must sit quietly
stuffed the remaining space with rolled ing for each sound and threatening
wbeu he heard any one endeavup newspa'i>ers, closed and locked them. boldly
He estimated that three larger leather oring to oj>eu door or window.
He sighed, for be was very tired, but
bags, these belug less noisy than tin.
woirid hold the remainder of the me- tbe vigil was imiterntive.
the drugget and scissors
He

teor.

throu· li his active brain with lightning
speed Just as the knowledge now came
that the footsteps proceeded from the

of seniority.
"No," answered the constable stubbornly. "If he is here, 1 will handle
him

myself."

Airain his lamp swept the small

area

of the mews and revealed n<< li- in object. lie quit kly unfastened his belt,
took ofi his greatcoat ami readjusted
belt and lamp again.
"Now I'm ready for him," he grinned.
'Tut my coat inside, lioy. an I stand
at the door yourself with the candle in
four baud.
dut to me."

If you see anything, yell

Philip obeyed. Those preparations
a deadly struggle uppealed to his
very soul, for your healthy minded boy
for

of lifteen has
α

highwayman

tion and alius
uiiiou jack on
hostile cannon.

[το

generally ceased to *>e
or a pirate in imaginarather at pouting the

ηκ

a

gla> Is bri tling with

CONTINUED.]

THE SPECTER SWIMMER.
A Legend of the Sea That Still Appeal·
to Sailors.
The sailor as a class still holds fast
to the superstitious that have Ικ· >n his
especial heritage throughout all ages.
To hltn the sea I» still peopled with
pi autunis. Men there are still who sail
the sea believing in the power of the#
Swimmer. men who Iwlieve in the Walrus of unholy fume and In the existence of the specter hark Lucy t » l»e
seen at any time dodging in an·! out of
the creeks ami hays of the South Carolina coast. This is the tale of the Swimmer:

Near C«|>e Fluisterre there llve<l a
tisher maiden In days when the world
asked fewer questions than now, and
with her lived her tisher sweetheart.
On their wedding nlvlit, runs the yarn,
emu;rfrlers came down on their village,
a thieving, drunken band. When tliej
left, having done all the damage J l:ey
could, the llsher maiden's sweetheart
had disappeared, whether with them
or through them was never known.
Instead of pining uselessly, as would
most women, she dressed herself In
meu's clothes aud started to find him,
dead or alive.
For years she wandered over the
earth and ocean, and, though her disguise was penetrated several times
and she passed through η host of troubles which vary with each telling, she
succeeded In keeping up her hunt. Finally after escaping from an English
prison the vessel she wns on was lost
at sea, aud the simple Breton fishermen enshrined her In a legend which
has her forever swimming the seas
f.till In search of the man she loved
and hailing each craft she nears. A

sailor, be he Yankee

or

Portuguese,

things else or
grossly superstitious, believes firmly
that if you hear the hall of the Swimmer on a dark night at sea and answer It not woe follows swiftly.—New
matter of fact

in all

York Ilerald.

The Perfect Servant.
The thoroughly trained English servant is in his way the most perfect kind
of servant to Ik? found anywhere, and
In his station and for his duties he is
not to l>e matched in the world. Where
will you tind any men so competent in
their work, so completely trained and

apparently emotionless
punctual, so clean, so

In

mauner, so
smart, as an
English butler, coachman, footman or
valet? Certainly not on the continent
of Euroj)e, in the United States, In
Canada or In Australia.—Country Life.
Matai· and Metaphor·.
"It Is most amazing," said a metallurgist, "how the world relies on metals for its metaphors and similes. Thus
an orator Is sliver tonjeued or golden
mouthed. An explorer is bronzed by
African suns. *A resolute chap has an
Iron will. A sluggard moves with leaden feet. An ostrich has a copper lined
stomach. A millionaire has tin. A

swindler is as slippery as quicksilver.
A borrower has brass."—New York
Press.

Wwt Paris.
Mr·, Mary Locke Gerriah, who for
φχίοχϋ
lome time has been stopping with her
Mrs. Locke, on Tueaday of last
mother,
ISSUer» TUK8DAYS.
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Summer Suits Interest You?
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If it doe· then visit
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receiving

are

goods, fall

hats and

doing.
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few caseà of new fall
few of the new fall suits.

a
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GOODS,

If you do not want SUMMER
to

fill your

wants

from the

new

we are

in

position

a

goods.

F. H. NOYES CO.
(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

Norway.

You Will Need to Fix Up
for the Fair.

Little

a

I have a nice line of Brushes, Combs and Cards,
haps you will need a

or

per-

Harness.

New

harness,

I have a big line of both sale and custom made
both single and double.

JAMES N. FAVOR, HARNESS7 STORE,UCKER
91 Main

Norway. Maino.

et.·

lOllJ ÛiMUcJJ Co Ik (Je/
J

We had at our Portland office during the last two weeks of July twenty
calls for competeut office help, and could supply only nix, owing to the fact that
Ν better proof of the value of our course f stmly
are all placed.
our

graduates

needed?

Send for

our

48 page 1907 catalog.
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F. L. SHAW, President.

SOROSIS
Boots, Pumps and Oxfords.

J

J

are

we

MEN'S TROUSERS, YOUTHS' AND CHILDREN'S SLITS
Reductions.
lilberal
At

i

}

for that is what

Mais·» I)

bad^as

entertain-1

us

on

great many have taken advantage of our

j

com-1

a

We have a full line of Sorosis Shoos, in Hoots, Pumps and Oxfords, all kimli
of Leather. Patent, Gun Metal and Vici, all styles and the price is *.; > and
*4 .00, and let us say right here they are the best goods made to-day f< the price.
This is acknowledged by all shoe manufacturers in every part of the country.
The makers of the So rosis use the best stock, have tho best style lasts, have
.tad
the best workmen, are the most particular in the construction ol their sin
We are aw;ire that
make the best goods that can be made for «:î.50 and $4.00.
these are strong statements but they are facts we know whereof we «peak
Ladies you will have comfort, a perfect fit, the right style and save nxniej if
in this vicinity.
you buy Sorosis Shoes. We control tho sale of them

..8

Company,

The Ε. Ν. Swett Shoe

Maine.

Opera House Block, Norway,

1'arle

Tolophono 118-8

Norway

ground

recent-1
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and Floss

ALSO

—

"Phillip" and "Aroostook" brands
of Country Yarn.
The

lengthing evenings

are

favorable

βσ MARKET
SOUTH

ΡΔΗΙβ,

the

to

knitting habit.

SQUARE,
ΜΔΙΝΒ.

REMNANTS.

This year we have decided to
give two remnant sales. We shall
hold the second one

Friday, Saturday and Monday,
August 9,

Among

1

these remnants

black and colors as well
ment in the store.

and

10

12.

several .lice skirt patterns in
goods from nearly every depart-

are
as

Underflannels.

j

«τ·.

Talmar
in Scotch,

Spanish, Saxony

by

liil
gft»· £fter

Full Line of

a

Yarn

Brand

j

? eloÇinÇ»

28-36

Celebrated

The

I,LA· K^ert"

L

Maine.

<>ut of

N. Dayton Bolster &, Co.

Df· Scr.ibner

lv?xFYWler

1907.

COLLEGE, Lewieton,

BUSINESS

BLISS

Γ

ίίή ™,8Ϋ
τί Ik I88

9,

Allow us to arrange a course for you anil after graduation place you In a porltlou
Three Hundred and Twenty ca'U for*help the past year we could only supply IM.
The 19<)7 Catalogues are now rea>ly. sen«l for one. Address

All

our

Misses' underflannels

and in the Ladies' short sleeve
very attractive bargains.

closing prices
offering some
Sincerely,

marked

are

goods

we

Yours

at

are

S. B. LI. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.
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SOUTHPAMS.

Κ· Ο. Κ. Α. meeting to-night it 7.
More About the Water Question. dependent on pnmpa, that would pour a
The following figures are token as the flood of water into onr village with
Miaa Sarah Morse of Buckfield ia th β
result of a boose to bouse canvass, and sufficient pressure to take the sbingiea
gneet of her sister, Mrs. J. R. Bennett.

SLASHING PRICES ON

AUCTION!

John's Letter.
A certain Mise Blank of a certain publication bas been browsing in Buckfield.

NORWAY.

off a six-story building.
We were drawn into the magnetic circle
ON
Road Commissioner Wood hae made of her
It appear· to be evident that the user·
charming personality, for a few
Street.
on
Bridge
M of the Norway water are not the only great improvements
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baa
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new
for
(air.
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ones that know about the low
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but we utterly refused to be shot. The
And only two weeks
91
Norway water,
in our water mains, for on Tuesday, the placed in front of G. E. Walker's, W. refusal would have been sufficient for a
ia visiting her motl iAil indications are good for one of th e Number of houses having water supply,
Kimball's.
and
A.
S.
W.'
Wbltmarsh's
M;> w d. CMark
but subsequent transactions go far
103 13th of August, the large fire nump in
besides Norway water
at ι :3ο p. m., at my store
best county fairs yet, and it is only tw
house lady,
1314 the rear of the
»r io Bath.
Number of people In Corporation,
shoe shop was The crowing near the Qrooker
to show that she is not personally faNorway
weeks ahead.
have been
Number
the
one
near
Norway
the
drinking
and
is
visitin
bridge
Lovell
been
of
wastarted
the
term—has-never
and
from
tbe
g
miliar with
,
Avenue.
,eg plummer
2
pumped water
Miss May Beman, who has been i 1 Amount of money paid to Norway Water
ter back of the shoe shop directly into raised ; the street over the bridge grad- exposed.
Mrs. Fred B. Wlggin.
Taking an idle team and
and all obstruc- driver the followed us on our homeward
town the past week, returned Saturda β
Co. at present prices aa nearly aa
the
water In- ed in first class shape
water
mains
that
send
the
Portland visite j
about the plank
can be ascertained
$5500 00 to South Paris and
Miss Flora Foster of
to Yarmouth.
Norway. It i* not tions removed from
way, passed us on Elm Street, wiggled
last
Increase of present prices over
P. Maxim's last week.
House furnishings of all kinds and
but walks.
that
was
at Walter
done
her little boxed-up contrivance and said
as
as
accident,
can
be
by
likely
nearly
year's prices
J. P. Richardson and family and the!
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&
pufB.
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Cummings
..
Porestimated,
$1100.00 rather that there was some purpose ror
<;*onre D. Robertson and daugt
to the driver: "I've got it!" She may descriptions,
guests have returned from their outin *
ohased the Bridge Street blacksmith consider it a
The above figures are the result of it being done.
triumph of mind over mat- tieres, Couches,
at Camp Owsley.
been
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Stoves,
carefully
The
building
the
time
shop.
It so happened that just at
but we consider it a little scurvy
careful work and are given by the
and sons ο ^
It is ter,
Mr and Mrs. Ο. E. Curtis
Kev. J. ff. Chesbro and family ri
this pump was being run, the fire com- repaired by Scribner and Locke.
owners or the tenants of the houses, and
trick unworthy tbe sex. When a pick- Small Tools, Garden Tools, Anvil,
are visiting relatives in towr
con*
Kenuebunk
turned Friday from their vacation spen t while I do not guarantee the exact cor- pany of South Paris were making a test reported that a new walk will be
pocket relieves you of your purse no Dishes, etc., Organ, Piano.
in front of the Crooker place doubt be.
in Massachusetts.
rectness of them, I think that they are between the Norway water pressure and structed
also, experiences a certain
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that
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of exultation born of successful
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a
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Wednesday
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that
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when
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to ber, is tbe proper thing to do.
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a
duplicate pipe.
There are tbose younger than she who
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which
difficulties
other
and other places.
have learned that fact and live up to it.
way shoe shop had not started their
Mass., is visiting her son, H. W.Tapley ent arrangement.
ditions very unpleasant for both comIt was soldiers' day at East Hebron BETWEEN POBTLAXD AND BOSTON
and other relatives in this vicinity.
One of the first things that a child pump. It Is reported, and as far as 1
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not
that
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the 24th, and it was the best of
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pump
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and one of the simplest things in
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no
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and as there were
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costs money to pump the water back pumped directly into the mains without
Franklin
leave
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ment the good people are thankful. It James Packard and "we"
birth of a son to Professor auc
there soon
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time.
all
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We did not retnrn so quickly, as the India
'V j·h l'aris Grammar School, was 11 11 port, Mass.
gravity to work for them. The first informed and will stand correction.
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It is also common talk that the sewers ι Why not?
of the week.
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a tew day. the last
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^
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it is hard to say. Possibly Charles and
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impossibility
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when
and
I for the miscellaneous table at the salt
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Whether the sewers are above or below paid a fine of f3 and costs
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water. Pumping water up to a large the pump, and whether any possible charged.
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Locke
Albert J. Felt and wife from Portland
Hall at the old place.
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and
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b. : where he is principal of the high
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TEM TURNED ON LAST WEEK.
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sisted on better service might well be
Not there; for Heaven has need of none.
of the body. Guaranteed oy F. A.
& Wheeler, Attys for ΡΙΙΓ.
KNOW'
SHOULD
now. organ
is
Wright
this
do
to
[seal.]
time
"EVERYBODY
to C. R.
their
The
met
followed.
King'·, where they
Shurtleff à Co. 50 cents.
And yet, bow can we tell or aay,
team which had come around by the says C. O. Hays, a prominent busines ) Delays are dangerous, and if we wait it
Heaven la so far, so far away)
road. Ooe of the party was Silas P. man of Bluff, Mo., that Bucklen's Arnlc t may be too late. If we should be awakHow do we know its blissful store
Here la Belief for Women.
Is full, and needeth nothing more?
boiler and
Maxim, who despite hi· eighty year· did Salve is the quickest and surest healinj C ened from our sleep by the smell of If yoa have pain· In the back, Urinary, Blad5 Horse power
the tramp over the mountain very com- salve ever applied to a sore, burn ο r smoke in our own house, when it dawns der or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleasVictoria
gai
in
be that some little space
condition.
It
may
that is on ant herb cure for woman'· Ilia, try Mother
Lacked lu&t ber sweet, angel face,
a few months,
fortably. They had the pleasure on the wound, or to a case of pile·. I've use< 1 on us that it is our own house
machine. Used
safe and
H. W. TAPLEY,
Or the full aunablne missed one ray
mountain of meeting Hon. John D. it and know what I'm talking about.' fire and not onr neighbor's, it would be Gray'· AaitnlUn-Lcif. It laAta Drunrieta
condition.
in
fir»t<class
never-falllna monthly regulator.
and
the
Until
Matoira
found
way."
that
know
Λ
Ce
rmj comforting if we could
Long, who was up with a party for the Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff
or by mall so cent·.
Sample package FBBB.
South Paris, Me.
Paris.
South
GUY
C.
E.
C.
P.
not
BUCK,
of
Ν.
T.
had
a
water
Le
we
The
Mother
works,
Gray Co.,
Boy,
Adilreea,
25 cents.
day.
system
are

Mr. aud Mrs. P. N. Wright visit·
mends Id Portland and vicinity In

approximately correct:

Number of bougée

baring a private water

Saturday, Sept. 7,

P*®·*]"®

No.

of^people

Albert D. Park.

«Λ*»

Saturday,

■

few

;;

Eastern Steamship Company.

.I
Jam

Our

Western

Carpets, Rugs,
Lounges,

*;.{

Shirt \A/aists

Portland Division.

be rid of these goods

counters must

ones,

have marked

so we

our

waists at

to

give

for

room

ridiculously

low

new

pticrs.

WAISTS of white lawn, black and blue lawn with polka dot·, some have joke of
lace and embroidery, large and floe tucks, lace trimmed collar and cuff·,
70c
both long and short sleeve·, were 08c., now

WAISTS of white lawn, black and white, blue and white plaid, Swiie mu«lin,
trimmed with lace and bamburg, pin tuck· and embroidery, were 91.40,
08c

now

WAISTS, 2 lot·; 1st, fancy band embroidered front, flniabed with
fine tuck·; 2nd, has plait down front wirb large tucks on each side, button
08c
in front, both have long sleeves, were 12.08 and 91.08, now
WAISTS of fine lawn and Jap silk, some with yoke of lace and embroidery and
•1.08
tucks, lace in eleeves, lace collar and cuff·, were $2.08, now
WAISTS of good lawn, pointed yoke of Val and Venise lace, tuck· and embroid«1.19
ery, were 11.08, now
medaland
with
hand
net
trimmed
of
lace
over
WAISTS
lace,
embroidery
silk,
«3.08
lion·, very pretty, were «4.08, now
CHAMBRÂT SUITS In grey, blue and green mixtures that were «2.08, now
PURE LINEN

.......

«1.08; «2.50,

■

â'few'ilays

Our

Λhe
sir*

now

«1.75.

will be open

store

Friday

afternoon commencing

Sept.

ist.

THOMAS SMILEY,

Sin
wLnesday

Norway, Maine.

;;;N

Λ

J

Znl

Maine

away|

!r
KJli

^The

[October

Men's Fall Hats.

Register !

Business Directory of Maine.

Our autumn styles in Men's
Soft and Stiff Hats
are now in.

Grenville M. Donham,

The Premier self-conforming hat is a very desirable
derby, fitting the head per-

j

—

—

jday

Just Issued.
$2.00.
Postpaid

NV*"«,':..ucester

in

Styles.

Correct

State Year Book

fectly, price $2.50.

j

The Manhattan Derby at

$2.00.

Eye Don'ts.

à...μ

leading styles in Soft

We have the

price 50c. to S2.00.
Fall Caps of many styles and colors,
prices 25c. to $1.00.
Hats,

jtwo

F. PLUMMER,

J.

I

;urnl*her,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106-3.

Ιμμββμηβ·····^»^········^·^

|of

RICHARDS,

I

"AS GOOD AS GOLD!"
That is what

Hillinery Store

Rent.

L. K. Murch,

WANTED.

Capable
Easy

good

Is Here

Again.

spices
obtainable—guaranteed
ordinary

} Maine.

{3™

—

[

a

small

from the sale of the article, and you get

profit

PROFIT

BIG

A

THE

OF

SUPERIORITY

THE

FROM

GOODS.

For Sale By

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris.

in sweeping your house,
lyjoin the Ranks and use PI£ROLI\ Your
neighbors will think
or factory—it prevents dust from flying.
are already in the Ranks.
more of you for using it, especially th >se who

office

Bears the

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Th· Kind You Han Always Bought

nVÉETV'S

SACK SUITS
At Mark Down Prices.
fVUR

MARK DOWN PRICES

Men's

on

Summer

Suits have attracted many customers who have taken
of this opportunity to save money. Your size is

advantage
still here in
ter

some

get fitted

and $18.

lot but

as

they

are

going

fast you had bet-

This sale takes in all suits between $10

now.

We have marked them this way

$10 SUITS
12 SUIT8
15 SUITS
18 SUITS

IT'S MONEY

:

ARE MARKED 8 7.50
ARE MARKED 10.00
ARE MARKED 12.00
ARE MARKED 14.00

SlIMMBK

P0CKET TO Buv N0W FOR NKXT

H. B. FOSTER,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

NORWAY,

MAINE

For Sale.

For Sale.

30-light acetylene
only

I pet

pleat-

F. A. SH U RTLEFF & CO.
3 Stores,

Perolin

family
place.

Time

PEROL1N.

Perolin

36-39

Norway.

36-37

Pickling

girl

customers say who have used

Perolin

bargain

prices

our

engine,

good

upright

CASTORIA («ifutsirtcMiTf.

The KM YlRjjan Atfi|s Bought

-

*

THE CARE OF LIVESTOCK.
If the testimony of great number» of

Let Our Team
CALL FOR YOUR

LAUNDRY
OR

Family Washing]
Wet washing 50c. returned in 24 hours.

some

Tapley, Prop.

livestock—good veterinarians

are

scarce.

Ideal Laundry,
H. W.

the readers of The New-York Tribune
Parmer is a fair basis for the formation
of a correct opinion, then what is known
as its Veterinary Department is everywhere esteemed highly. It is, however,
more than a veterinary department. Dr.
C. D. Smead, who has had charge of it
for more than five years, every week answers very many questions in regard to
every variety of livestock known on the
American farm, not alone prescribing
medicine and treatment, but telling how
the diseases might have been prevented,
and laying down specific rules for feed
and care in health, in sickness and in
convalescence.
Every farmer keeps

^

Hebron Academy
1804-I907.
FOR BOYS AND UIRLS.

Thorough preparation for college and
Courses for those
■cientific school».
Modem
who cannot attend college.
building*, steam heat, electric light, telephone. Ac. Efficient corps of teachers.
Physical instructor all the year. No better school anywhere for young men and
women to get training in mind and body.
Pall term begins Tuesday, September
10, 1907. For catalog and further information address. Principal W. E. Sar30-37
gent, Hebron, Me.

|

TOW* NOTICE.
If you have a bill agalnat the town, either highway or poor account, the Selectmen aak you to
present your account at once to the Selectman
in your Motion of the town.
SELECTMEN or PARIS.

J

South Pari·, July 1,1907'

Each inquirer is fully answered, but
Dr. Smead goes far beyond this; he believes that any information which one
intelligent farmer needs is also needed
by hundreds and thousands of others,
and he often so broadene his answer as
to make it a complete essay on the subject discussed. A year or two ago Mr.
B. Walker McKeen, of Fryeburg, Me.,
said in a meeting of farmers that a valuable horse had been attacked with a disease of which he bad known nothing
until he had recently read of it in The
New-York Tribune Parmer; what Dr.
Smead had taught him enabled him to
Another farmer arose
save his horse.
and said he had had a similar experience.
Pive or six hundred dollars saved in one
C. C.
town by one copy of the paper!
Waller, M. D., of North Troy, Vt., writes
to Dr. Smead, under date of April 23:
"I desire to expresn my gratitude to you
through The New-York Tribune Farmer,
and to say that I regard you as the most
able, practical and thoroughly .safe
writer of the present age, and to express
my hope that you may live to serve the
farmer and our dumb friends for many
years to come."
The regular price of the New-York
Tribune Parmer is One Dollar a year,
but we will send it with The Oxford
Democrat, both papers one year for
♦2.00.

FOR SALE.

X

The Ρuzzler
No. 217.—Enigma.

It you like this kind of pastry.
Look on the pantry ahelf.
It may be on a plate of tin
Or on a plate of delft.
Tou'U And me on. not under.
And always very near.
That I waa tlrat to go out weat
Will make my meaning clear.

No.

218.—Tripla Bahaadinga.

leave a color.

No. 219.—Subtraction.
Subtract a letter from u pipe or tube
and have to discolor.
No. 220.—Riddlemeree.

No. 221.—A Novel Squara.

17

6

—

CUR-X-ZEMA?j

It quickly anil permanently cures Edema.
Itching Plies, Burn», Cut·, Sunbnrn, and all
At.
•kin diseases. after aU other remedies fall
druggist·, 30c. Sample by mall, 10c. Cur-X34-37
Zema Co., Watervllet, Ν. X.

J

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Desirable Residence for Sale.

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,

centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.
Bankrupt's

Petition for
)

In the matter of
JAMES S. WALKER.

[

Bankrupt. )

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy.

JAMES

NORWAY,

witness the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the ittb day of Aug.,
A. D. 1907.
JAMES Ε. HEWEY, Clerk.
il*, s.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
Attest

fOUTSnomHDVR
aurm.

Μ· » plat*»

in

AS

W. 0.

Frothingham,

For Service
right good
right size.

A
the

Berkshire Boar, just
Set vice fee $1.00.

A. K.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.

Apple Barrels.

I am making barrels for this year's
apple crop at my mill at South Paris.
Order early.
ω*
J A. KENNEY.

The mimes of two kinds of animals
Hie suggested by the pictures here given.—Farm and Fireside.
No. 223.—Hidden Trees.
1. "Hello! A kite has gone up!" the
children all shouted.
2. Harry drew a map; Leon drew a
box.
8. 1 asked whose top it was, and they
mild, "Will owns It."
4. They drew some lines on the sidewalk and begau to hop In each equare.

A Shining Example.
Jes' (?o "lonç good natured;

Dut'» de safes' way:
Sun goes on a-beamln'
An' smlltn' all do day.
Keeps de crops a-erowln'
An' de blossoms an' de fruits.
Until de storm come round an'
To IIP 'em by the roots.

try

Who Came After Mary?
Teacher—Yes, Mary succeeded to Edward VI. Now, TiUie Jones, can you
tell me who came after Mary?
Tillie Jones—Her little lamb.

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 210.—Word Square: 1. Peach. 2.
Endue. 3. Adore. 4. Cured. 5. Heeds.
No. 211.—At the Seashore: Girl, saud,
pall, wave, surf, dock, boat. Roy, cap,
bag, dog, bow, hat.

oar.

Man, sky.

No. 212.—Novel Diamond; Centrals.
2. Ate.
3. Beets.
1. S.
Stevenson.
4. Marvels. 5. Mlsreckon. β. Eminent.
T. Masts. 8. Bow. 9. N.
213.— Missing Rhymes: Laugh,
half; day. say; exclaim, same; well,
No.

her.

8. N-ear-ed. Ned.

No false pretense has marked the caof Ely's Cream Balm. No
idle
promisee of rewsrds for cases it will not
cure.
Being entirely harmless, it is not
responsible like the catarrh snuffs and
for minds shattered by cocaine,
'he great positive virtue of Ely's Cream
Balm is that it speedily and completely
cures nasal catarrh and hay fever.
Back
of this statement is the testimony of
thousands and a reputation of many
years' success. All druggists, 50 cents,
or mailed by Ely Bros., 50 Warren St.,
New York.
reer

Îowdere,

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildWashington, D. C. It is located in the
ing. U. S. Department of Agriculture,
The Government also
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Roofing.
etc. It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses,
finds Qothiag its equal.
housee, wareParoid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry·
or siding.
It is perhouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing
cinder proof, light slate color,
manent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and
summer.
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in
What is good for the Government will be good foryou. Write for free sample
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also a3k lor booklet and name of nearest dealer.

What

Should

·

Lawyer Charge?

J. C. M., in Law Note·, Northport,
Ν. Y., tells this among other good things
in artiole on lawyers' fees.
find a 2 cast Mams tor book of bp-Urdu· poultry «ad tara building plans,
Besides, we all remember the story,
(now become a classic) concerning the
He.
&
S.
fee earned by Mr. Choate and that other
eminent lawyer, Edward Lanterbach.
As the story runs, in the early professional days of those two gentlemen they
were associated in a snlt which they
pushed to a successful conclusion. At
the end of the litigation Mr. Lauterbach
consulted with his colleague as to the
amount of the fee they should charge.
At Mr. Choate'i suggestion, the matter
discretion.
was left to his
Shortly
Piano, thereafter he handed to Mr. Lauterbach,
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter
are all firs, claaa, high gra lé instruments, and are sold for just as low as his share of the fee, a check which
was for soch a sum that it caused that
Also I have
of the instrument.
money as they can be sold for the
gentleman to look at his associate in
Prices amazement and admiration and to exon hand.
several medium
A large stock
claim: "Joseph ! almost thou persuadest
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in me to become
a Christian."

P. MAXIM

SON,

A^ntsTS^th^arisi

PIANOS.

Player

grade pianos.

the best

piano·

that

are on

quality

always

the market.

W. J". Wheeler db
Billing· BlOOK,
utn ι

Co.,

on

The

moose

had jast

gnawed

the lion

free. 'That'snothing." we remarked;
"we've known a Welsh rabbit to let
Herewith
loose a whole menagerie."
i£sop realised hie (able was pretty

small pumpkins.
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topics of Interest to tbe ladles TWENTY
Editor HOMBUIIM'

Address:

Column, Oxford Democrat, South Parla, Me

WOMAN

ON

VIGIL

SAVANNAH
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:

LONELY

HIVEB.

j

York

Cupid

j

on

TKc Fence.|

Tribune.)
(New
Recipes of a Few of South
Several week· ago, aa the Savannah
PtrU' Famous Cooks.
By M. C. SANFORD.
S
line ateamer, City of Columbua, waa I
picking her way carefully up the chan- •
·
Copyright, 1907, by Jessie Morgan.
nel of the Savannah River, the paaaenPICKLE.
POTTS FIELD
on deck were aurprlaed to hear
11-2 qnarta green chopped tomatoea,
pt. Burg give three long biaata of the
1-2 quart ripe chopped tomatoea, 1-2
no
were
There
It was Friday afternoon. As usual,
steamer's whistle.
quart cabbage, 1 quart ooiona, 3 red •teamen in
sight, and those on deck were Jack bad telephoned Elinor asking her
and S green peppers, 2 bunchea celery,
curiou· to know what the
1-2 cup salt; stand over night and drain; naturally
to go automoblling with liiin, and, not
at. A
waa blowing
young
add 11-2 quarts of vinegar, 1 pink augar, •kipper
said she would
to find ont, at all as usual, she had
the
for
started
woman
bridge
1-3 teaspoon caasia, cloves and cinnamon.
but wa« restrained by a fellow-paeeenger, not Her refusal was unpremeditated
SWEET TOMATO PICKLE.
who said the captain was too busy at and almost as much of a surprise to
1 peck green tomatoea, 1 dozen oniona; that moment to tell why he saluted. "If herself as it. was to Jack, but sober
alice and sprinkle with two cups of salt; you will take this marine glass,'1 he said,
second thought seemed to justify it
let stand 24 hours, then drain off brine "and look over on the south shore you
a
It was foolish, so argued Elinor to
woman
see
a
waving
and place in kettle with vinegar to cover, will most likely
add 3 pounds brown eugar, 1 teaapoon white flag from the porch of that little herself as she hung up the receiver, to
each cloves, cinnamon and allspice, 1 white cottage."
let Jack take so much for granted, to
It was aome minute· before the young let him think she was always ready,
tablespoon ginger, 1-2 teaspoon black

More

pepper.
Are.

Cook 3 or 4 hours over a slow
GRAPE JELLY.

Allow grapes to stew a short time in a
small quantity of water, drip over night;
allow one pound sugar to one plot juice;
beat juice to tbe boiling point, add
sugar beated bot, boil up once; will
begin to jell as Boon as sugar is dissolved ;
make small quantity at once.
KETCHUP.

Scald 6 pounds of apples, put through
colander, add 2 quarts vinegar, 3 1-2
pounds sugar, 2 tablespoons cloves, pepa

per, cinnamon, and 2 teaspoons salt, boil
until thick like jam.

slowly

was able to focua the glass on
the cottage, and the steamer had gone
about 300 fathoms beyond the place
where the three blasts were blown.
"I've found it," said the girl with the
glass, excitedly. "I can see the woman
waving the flag. She is waving it now."
"Yes," observed the man who owned
the glasa, "and ahe will continue to wave
it until we are completely out of eight."
After many passengers had taken their
turn for a look at the white cottage the
curious young woman again wanted to
know why the ahip had whiatled three
times.
"I thought you knew by this time,"
said the man. "You saw the woman
woman

to marry Jack any

result: government

tablespoons

of melted

butter, 2-3 cnp of milk, 2 cups of flour,
2 1-2 teaspoons cream tartar, 2-3 of soda,
whites of 3 eggs.

FILLING.

1-2 cup chopped figs, 1 cup chopped
and blanched almonds, 1 cup sugar, 2-3
cup of cold water, cook until thick.
WHITE

CAKE.

Whites of 2 eggs, 1-4 cup butter, 1 cup
sugar, 1-2 cup milk, 1 1-2 cups Hour, 1-2
teaspoonful of soda, 1 of cream tartar;
flavor with lemon.
NUT

ÇAKE.
1 cup sugar, 1-2 cup butter, 1-2 cup
2
2
milk, cups flour, eggs, 1 coffee cup
chopped raisins, 1 coffee cup English
walnuts, 1 teaspoon cream tartar, 1-2 of
soda: cream butter and sugar, add eggs
well beaten, then milk and flour in which
cream tartar and soda have been thoroughly sifted, mix quickly and add
raisins and nuts.
CAKES.

CKEAM

GAME

ahead of the

BY TWO CENTS.

"Say," spoke

the man at the lake resort who bad joet bought a two-cent
stamp at the little post office and stuck
it on a letter, "I wish you would cancel
this and hand the letter back to me."
"What for?" asked the postmaster.
"I
"It's this way," replied the other.
promised my aunt I'd write to her while
until
and
I
it
I was here,
to-day.
forgot
I'm going to start home in an hour or
a
half
there
and
I'll
day before
two,
get
this letter reaches her, if it goes in the
mails. I want to go to the honse early
to-morrow morning, before she gets up,
and slip it under the front door. I don't
want her to think I've lied to her."
"I don't see how I can help you out of
the scrape."
"You don't? I've just told you how.
Cancel this stamp and return tBe letter
to me."
"Can't do it, sir. Any letter that
comes into this office, properly stamped
and then canceled, is Uncle Sam's charge
and he's responsible for it after that.
It's got to go to its destination in the

1 cup of flonr, 1 cup of hot water, 1-2
cup butter; melt butter and drain free regular way."
from salt; boil with the water; while
"But I've explained to you that the
boiling stir in flour with a pinch of soda; regular way is too blamed slow. I'll
three
well
when cool stir in
beaten, beat it through from 12 to 18 hours.
eggs
and drop on buttered tins; bake 20
What difference does it make to you
minutes.
how this letter goes there?"
CREAM FOR FILLING.
I
"If it's got the postmark of this office
1 cup milk, 1 egg, 1 teaspoon corn on it, sir, Tl makes all the difference in
etarcb wet in water, sweeten to taste and the world. That would mftke me reflavor.
sponsible for—"
"Didn't yon say just now that Uncle
TART SHELLS.
Sam was responsible?"
1 pint of flour, 1 teaspoonful of bak"Same thing. I'm Uncle Sam's agent,
ing powder, 1-2 cup butter, 1-2 cup lard, It would be oontrary to—"
ice water to mix.
"Contrary to your old granny! Do you
think I'm trying to beat the United
LEMON PIE.
out of two cents? Think I want to
1 large or 2 small lemons, grate the States
use this stamp again? Would I be likely
rind and use juice and nicest part of
to all this trouble to save the price
to
pulp, 1 large cup of sugar, 2-3 cup of of go
two lumps of chewing gum?"
milk, yolks of 3 eggs beaten into the
"I don't know whether you would or
sugar, 2 dessertspoonfuls of flour; after
the pie is baked and nearly cold, beat not."
"Say, can't you blur the postmark so
the whites to a stiff froth, add a little
it won't show where this letter came
eugar, cover pie, brown in a hot oven.
from? Yon could slip out from under
HERMITS.
the responsibility that way."
"I don't want to slip out from under
1 1-2 cup sugar, 2 eggs, (beat together)
1-2 cup butter, 1-2 cup sour milk, 1 heap- the responsibility, I am the sworn
ing teaspoon cream tartar, 1 of soda, 1 servant of the people, and—"
"And I'm a part of the people, darn
cup raisins, nutmeg, cinnamon, a pinch
of salt, 3 1-2 cups flour, mix soft as you you! I help to pay your salary of $26 a
month—or is it $28—"
can.
"It's none of your business what my
SUGAR COOKIES.
salary is."
1 cup sugar, 1-2 cup sweet milk, 1-3
"I say it is! Because whatever it is,
cup shortening, 1 egg, 1 teaspoon soda, it's too much!"
2 teaspoons cream tartar, flour to roll
"Well, what are you going to do about
very soft.
it?"
SPONGE CAKE.
"This!" exclaimed the irate visitor,
1 cup sugar, 1 1-2 cups flour, 1 tea- tearing the letter, with the envelope and
spoon cream tartar, 1-2 teaspoon soda, stamp into small pieces and flinging
all sifted together; break 2 eggs in cup, them at the postmaster through the litbeat well, fill cup with new milk, pour tle delivery window. "I am going to
■how how private enterprise beats a
over flour, beat 2 minutes, flavor.
■low, poky old government. I am going
COTTAGE PUDDING.
to aend my aunt a long dispatch by
1 cup sugar, 1-2 cup butter, 1 cup milk,
instead of sending her a let1 teaspoon soda dissolved in milk, 2 ter, and I'll get It to her in half an hour
sifted
3
cream
tartar
with
instead of 86 hours. As for you, sir, you
teaspoons
can go drown yourself In the lake!"
cups of flour, flavor with lemon, 1 egg.
Whirling on his beel, he left the post
LIZZIE CHASE CAKE.
office and went toward the railway stag
1 cup of sugar, dark or light, 1-2 cup
tion, evolving the dispatch in his mind
butter, 1 egg, 1 cup sour milk, 1 tea- aa he strode along.
2
1-2
soda,
cups
flour,
cinnamon,
spoon
"Well, Uncle Sam is two cents ahead,
nutmeg, clove, 1 cup raisins.
said the

telegraph

anyhow,"
postmaster, pblegmatically lighting his pipe and seating
himself
in
nis chair for a
comfortably
1 cupful of oatmeal cooked until soft;
Tribune.
into this stir one pound of chopped smoke.—Chicago
DATE

dates, and turn into

LOAF.

a

mold.

Serve with

Plenty of Room.
exclaimed Mrs. De
"Oh,
George!"
FBUIT PUDDING.
Collitay, "all the trunks are paoked and
Sift together one pint of paitry flour,
shipped and I forgot to put in my bath1-2 teaspoon salt, 2 evel teaspoonful· of
ing snit."
baking powder, 2 tablespoonfuls of
"Never mind, dear," replied her hussugar; Into tbis stir one beaten egg, one band, "fortunately I've sworn off smok1-2
cup ing."
tablespoonful of melted batter,
milk, flavor with 1-2 teaspoon orange;
"Eb? What has that to do with it?"
mix in 1-2 cup fruit, currants, raisins,
"Why, you can pack yonr bathing suit
citron, candled orange peel. Bake 30 in my cigar case."
minutes or steam 1 hour.
cream.

than—well,
she Intended

more

not as much as
marry gome one else! Still it was
such a lovely afternoon, and she did so
love to go automobiiing!
The telephone rang again.
"Ilello." nnswered Elinor languidly.
"Oh. Mr. Norris? Yes. Go automobiiing with you this afternoon? I shall
be delighted. Three o'clock? All right

perhaps
to

I'll be ready. Ooodby."
Elinor clapped her bauds and gave
herself a little squeeze of congratula-

waving, didn't you?"
"Oh, I see," she replied.

"How «illy
of me not to have seen it before! Of
1-4 pound
the woman waving the flag on
1 ounce of cnurae,
the porch is the captain's wife."
of mustard
The man replied: "You'd better not
seed, 2 ounces black pepper corns, 1 let the
skipper hear you say that."
ounce cinnamon bark and 1 ounce of
"Well, why did he salute the woman
cloves. Stir frequently.
of the white cottage? Is she the owner
CRAB APPLE PICKLE.
of the line, or does he salute everybody
him along the
1 quart of vinegar, 1-2 quart of sugar, who waves a flag to
2 teaspoons of cloves, allspice, cinna- Savannah River?"
"Not at all," said the man, who by
mon, etc. Put tbe spice into a bag and
comboil it in the vinegar and sugar, then add this time had the entire passenger
"The woman
tbe crab apples, let them cook until aoft. plement for an audience.
a few minutes
Take them out and let tbe vinegar boil. whom Capt. Burg saluted
who
•go is recognized by every skipper
Cool and when cold put all together.
passes up and down the river, and for
CHILI SAUCE.
the last 20 years no steamer has passed
Take 9 large or 18 small tomatoes, Tybeo Light that has not saluted her as
scald, peel and chop with 2 peppers and she waved to it from the porch."
to
"But she surely doesn't wave
1 onion, add 1 tablespoon of salt, 2 of
the young
sugar, 1 tablespoon each of ginger, steamers at night?" remarked
cloves, allspice, cinnamon and nutmeg, 2 woman.
"I should say she does. That little
small cups of vinegar. Stew 1-2 hour.
woman keeps track of all the steamers
Bottle while hot.
bound for and scheduled to leave SavanSWEET PICKLED PEARS.
nah, and unless she goes up to the city
3 1-2 pounds of fruit, 1 1-2 pounds ol
shopping, there isn't one gets past her.
sugar, 1 pint vinegar, 1 ounce of cloves,
"But why does she do H?" asked the
1 stick cinnamon. Boil the vinegar and
young woman earnestly.
sugar together, and stick 3 or 4 cloves
"Well, now, you've got me," sighed
into each pear.
the man with the glass. "I don't know
that I ever heard the correct story of the
TOMATO CATSUP.
woman's faithful vigil. Some say she
1 peck of tomatoes, 1 pint of vinegar,
lost a lover on a deep water tramp 20
1 pint of brown sugar, 1-2 pint of salt, 2
years or more ago, and she has saluted
teaspoons of black pepper, 1 teaspoon of
steamer in respect to his memory.
every
red pepper, 1 ounce of allspice, 1 nutOtheresay that the passing of \ ships in
meg.
the night or in the day is the only diversion that ever comes to that God-forsakPICKLED CAULIFLOWER.
the cottage stands."
Break tbe cauliflower into small sprays en marsh where
asked the
"What is her name?"
and boil 3 minutes in brine; 1 gallon of
"I'm going down to see her
woman.
vinegar, allow one cup of sugar, a dozen
Savannah."
blades of mace and a tablespoonful each when I get to
"Her name is Miss Mortus," said the
of coriander seed and whole mustard.
"I've forgotten her
Put the spice in thin bags; boil the man with the glass.
first name. She lives there with her
vinegar with the spice Ave minutes and mother and her brother. The brother is
pour over the cauliflower. If it ferments
at Elba
First
soak the in charge of the range lights
reboil the vinegar.
Island."
cauliflower in brine over night.
Two weeks later as the City of
CORN MUFFINS.
Memphis was steaming by the white cot1 egg, 1-2 cup sweet milk, 2 spoonfuls tage on the south marsh the same young
meal, 2 spoonfuls sugar, 1 rounding tea- woman waved a small American flag
spoon cream tartar, 1 level teaspoon from the bow, and after Capt. Dryer
soda, 1 cup flour, 2 tablespoons melted gave the customary three toots of the
butter.
siren, a tiny American flag was waved
from the porch of the white cottage.
RYK MUFFINS.
Rushing back to her state room the
1 cup sifted rye, 1-4 ^up sugar, 1-2 woman scribbled a hasty note and gave
teaspoon salt, 3 level teaspoons baking it to the purser to be posted on arrival
powder, 1 cup white flour, 1 egg, 1 cup in New York.
sweet milk.
"There's great material for a novel on
Elba Island," she whispered to her
I.EMON PATTY FILLING.
roommate, "and the waving of that lit2 eggs, heaping cup sugar, part of the
tle American flag from the white cottage
grated rind of one lemon and juice of on the marsh was a signal that I was
two; beat all together; dissolve heaping free to write the story."
dessertspoon of corn starch in a little
cold water, add 1 cup boiling water, butU. S. Α. vs. Pee-Pul.
ter size of an egg; beat all together and
cook fifteen minutes in a double boiler.
CUCU1IBKB PICKLES.

gallon vinegar, (pure),
onions, 1-4 pound of salt,
white ginger root, 2 ounces

matter of course, to answer his
lieck and call. She would show him a
thing or two. There were other men
to be considered, and she didn't Intend

as a

1

1 cup sugar, 4

tell; be, calamity.
No. 214.—Hidden Writers: 1. London.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat, 2. Alcott. 3. Rrowuing. 4. Bryaut. 5.
South Paris, Maine.
Spouser. 0. Lamb.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWNo. 215.-Illddles: I. Flag. 11. Tree.
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
No. 210.—Word Syncopation: 1. T-errbring you a free sample copy.
ler. tier. 2. Fl-ash-y, fly. 3. P-age-ant,
5. S-had4. S-wing-lng, slug.
pant.
ow, sow. rt. S ore-Iy. sly. 7. H-owl-er,

PAPER.

ao Bel ted-

FIG CAKE.

South Paris.

Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

No. 222.—Animal Puzzle.

Full Line of Bare Foot
Sandals for Children.

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, The

DAILY

5 to 1, to go over again.

Also

Tribune, which is

A

6

From 8 to 4. η famous humorist;
from 1 to 2, belonging to a Quaker
poet; from 9 to 7. a means of conveyance: from 0 to 4. twice; from 9 to 6.
a sign; from i) to 2. rows; from 9 to 8,
to overtop other objects; from 9 to 5. a
ferocious animal.
Rim (six letters each)—From 1 to 7,
to bleach; from 7 to 4. something used
at the dinner table; from 4 to G, a race;
from 0 to 2, sounds; from 2 to 8, a cement for metal; from 8 to 3. without
aim; from 3 to 5. a looking glass; from

3.00,2.50,2.25,2.00.

is a

AS

2

8

Russet Calf, $4.00, 3.50,

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost ae
good ae a daily, ami your Rural Free Delivery C'arriei
brings it to your door three times every week. and
Fridays,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
and contains all the most important news of The Daily

GOOD

ο

ο

—

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

0

0

0

«

Patent Colt, Vici Kid,
Gun Metal, Valour and

THEREOF.

or Majmk, ss.
On this 34th day of Aug., A. D. 1907, on read
It le—
log the foregoing petition,
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the 13th day of Sept.,
1907. before said Court at Portland, In said Disnoand
that
forenoon
the
;
trict. at 10 o'clock in
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demoand
said
District,
In
a
crat, newspaper printed
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
be granted.
prayer of said petitioner should not
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this or 1er, addressed to them at their place· of residence as

ο

ο

ο

Oxfords

Men's

District

fer mhUdrmmi M/«,

MAINE.

—

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of lhe United States for the District
of Maine :
Parle. In the
S. WALKER, of
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
that
represents
in «aid District, respectfully
past, he was
on the -*iil day of J une, last
of
Acts
the
under
bankrupt
duly adjudged"
he has
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
anil rights
his
all
surrendered
property
duly
of property, and bas fully compiled with all the
of
requirements of said Acts and of the orders
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decreed
from all
by the Court to have a full discharge
debt· provable against hi· estate under «aid
are
debt· as
such
Acts,
except
Bankruptcy
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this .3rd day of Aug.. A. D. 1W7.
JAMES S. WALKER. Bankrupt.
OHDEH OF XOTICE

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.·

ο

8οοοθοοο4

Wool Carpets

HAVE YOU TRIED

ο

ο

up

ο

ο

ο

and clean

ο

ο

ο

la

APPLE

first Is in mansion, but not in hut
n«.xt Is In pine, but not In nut.
next Is In cream, but not In milk.
next Is In wool, but not In silk.
next Is In rain, but not In wet.
next Is in black, but not in Jet.
next is In wheat, but not in corn.
next Is In eve, but not In morn.
next Is In river, but not In wold.
next is in chlver, but not In cold.
n<>xt Is In county, but not In seat.
next I· In bounty, but not In neat.
next Is In truth, but not In liar.
last Is In store, but not In buyer.
whole Is the name of a well knomi
novelist and poet.

LOW PRICE

2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Coaaists of nine rooms and bath-room,
•hed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
ON
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
A spring of
commanding a fine view.
These buildpure water on premises.
ing* are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. Thia is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
to close out o«J<l patterns
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.
stoci..

Correspondence

Her.

Kre

1. Triply behead made of wood and
leave a lair. 2. Triply behead to call
for Imperatively and leave a conjunction. 3. Triply behead chalk and leave
-t Triply l>ehead constera distance,
nation and leave a month. 5. Triply
behcud an intimate associate and leave
termination, d. Triply behead a native
of a European country and leave a hu7. Triply behead a cirman being.
cuitous route and leave a pronoun. 8.
Triply behead gazed earnestly and

My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My

Every Ship Salut··

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

tion.
Half nn hour later, her little round
chin tilted saucily above the big blue
bow of her gauzy veil, Elinor stood
waiting on the porch, η picture of pert
uess and prettiness.
At the "honk, honk," of an approaching automobile she ran quickly down
the steps to greet Vernon Norris, but
to her astonishment the car did uot
stop, and. looking after it curiously,
she discovered that It whs not Vernon,
After nil, but Jack, and—could she believe her eyes?—he was not alone!
There was η funny little tight feeling
about Elinor's heart that she didn't
She turned her back
care to analyze.
on the vanishing apparition of Jack,
and there on the top of the hill, like
a coining event that had cast Its shada
ow before It (alas, that it was such

she saw Vernon's
loomiug into sight
Anyway, reflected Elinor, If Vernon's auto wasn't such a beauty as

corporeal shadow!),

car

Jack's. It was still an auto, and if
Vernon wasn't, perhaps, as handsome
as Jack, he was still α man. and when
It came to a matter of comparison, a
man far more solicitous of her happiJack had a way of spinning
ness.
through the country without, apparently, the least consciousness of her
on the
presence beside him. Vernon,
other hand, was always on the alert to
the wayward end of her veil,
to inquire for her comfort and to ask
what speed !>est pleased her present
mood. With him she herself, uot the
machine, was the center of his

rescue

thoughts.

As a result of these reflections, Elinor greeted Vernon with an unusually
winsome smile and extended her hand
with charming graclousness, a favor
which that young man, most natural-

stimulated

ly, flattered himself
by his own irresistible powers of
was

at-

traction.
Elinor followed up tne coruiaiuy οι
her welcome-with such a chatter of
as
talk
they weut flying
merry
through the country and seemed bo
radiantly happy, that Vernon, bring
lnc the machine to a sudden slowdown. simultaneously with his Inspiradecided to learu his fate then

tion

I

and there.
It proved most literally a popping
of the question. His declaration was
nut short with a sound as of spontaneThe noise, together
ous combustion.
with Vernon's unexpected proposal,
took Elinor off her feet, both mentally
As she sprang up
and physically.
Vernon caught her to him.
••It's all right, dear," he murmured,
with extravagant tenderness. "You re
not hurt: only frightened." and he lit·
ed her veil so that he might look Into
her face.
Elinor freed herseir with effort.
"No," she said, sndly. "I'm not hurl
—and I'm uot frightened." She fo.t
suddenly an Indescribable shrinking
from the man. He had been too quick
to take advantage of the situation.
Had It been Jack, he—
Vernon Interrupted her truln of
thought by shouting to some men lu
the distance for help. They did not

hear blm.
"\wfullv sorry." he said finally,
"but I'm aim id ΠΙ have to go across
There's a farmthe fields fur help.
house over there. Γη» very much like
I don
Humpty Durnpty, you see.
to put myself together
(Elinor saw. but
not amused.) "Will you be timid

know

ngaln."
was

how

somehow

here a lone7"
"Not at nil." she answered firmlj.
Ignoring the sentimental look In his

e*V"T

won't be long," he assured her
"Stay
he Jumped out of the car.
Just where you are and make yourself
comfortable. The car won't budge."
After Vernon had disappeared from
sight. Elinor, not at all confident, lu
spile of Ills assurance, as to what the
inconstant auto might do next. Jumped
out and perched herself on the post of

of the trouble.
Meanwhile between Elinor and the
was
veiled lady In the other car there
but
an exchange of furtive glances,
of civilities.
"She's all right

none

nearby fence.
She was η most bewitching little
vision as sit sat there, her fawn colored coat ootllned against the green
meadow background, and her filmy
veil, whlct she had loosened, floating
in the breeze as If on Its
way to join the clouds In the blue sky
above It. But Elinor was oblivious to
the plcturesiueness of her plight. All
a

out'airily

she could think of was Its stupidity.
Why. oh why. hadn't she gone with
Jack? Oh. yes, she remembered-she
was teaculng him a lesson, showing
him his proper plaça, tempering his
unwarranted and uuendurable air of
Let's see, this
Hum!
assumption.
was August—it was Just six mouths
since she had met him, and he seemed

to think

so

I'll stay with Miss Kenmachine.
dall."
a
The veiled lady answered with
made Elcherry "All right, Jack," that
inor wince and shifted with easy agility from one car to the other.
As soon as the machine had a good

titled him to
years. To be

oenrly

STOMACH

bappluess.

won't try to, "chuckled
that
Jack. "You see, Nora's steering
to folmachine, and Vernon will have
She's had her cap set
low her lead.
to town.
for him ever sluce she came
time
She wasn't having a bit of a good

"Probably

But suppose they should
with me.
Jack,
overtake us. Elinor," continued
to
with mock anxiety, "would you like
change back again?"
"No, Jack," replied Elinor softly
on your
"I've made my Jump, aud I'm
side of the fence forever."

USED BIBLE AS CIPHER.
A Verse From Solomon Told of

a

Mar-

riage Engagement.

When she left her home In the small
town to come to New York to take t:p

a special course of study her put :;hs
1er was fast reaching the crisis of a
The pet sister was a most
love allait
winsome young lady and had long kepi

goodly train of suitors a-sighiug.
Was (his affair to 1m· the grand affair?
The older sister hop.'d so. for she liked
the young man cordially—thought he
was Just the sort to make a proper
a

brother-in-law.
But the weeks passed, and not a bit
of definite news about the progress of
the affair did the older sister receive
She Ικ»In her city lionrding house.
I-nuise, she thought,
cume anxious.
must not go on recklessly trifling In
such Important matters.
Then one ιιίκΐιΐ about 10 o'clock, Ju»t
as she was tfoing to l»ed. came a teleThe servant brought It up.
grain.
The elder sister was country ^Irl
enough to be thoroughly frightened by
the pale inanila, black Inked envelope.
How ominous It looked! At length she
gathered courage to opeu It. This Is
what she read:

LOUISE.
Solomon six three.
Solomon six three! Whatever In the
world!
Oh., why, yes. stupid. It of
course meant thw Song of Solomon,
But—and
sixth chapter, third verse!
her checks Hushed with shame—she
had no Bible!
There was a great scurrying al>out
the boarding house to find a copy of
the sacred Itook. The girls were routed out In-vain. Ou all sides the cry
arose, "Who's got a Bible?" Just think
of the sister trying to sleep that night
without knowing what that verse was!
It would have been Just like a woman
to lie dowu to pleasant dreams, content
to know that she could satisfy her curiosity in the morning—not!
The landlady, good soul, came to the
rescue. She was no heathen. She had
a Bible.
Γρ to her room with It flew
the sister and shut the door. StU'h a
turning over of pages by eager, nervSolomon six three. She
ous fingers!
found It, and then she cried "Hurrah!"
and laughed, for the verse was:
I am my
mine.

Disk Harrows,

Sulky Plows,

A. W. WALKER &

In eltber of the estaun
person» Interested
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford, tn
ind for the County of Oxford, on the third
Tuesday o( August. In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred ana seven. The following matter having been presented tor the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It 1· hereby

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

LowestPricesniOxtordCountv.
NORWAY, MAINE,

1

of August uext ensuing."
The assembly met In the "quire of
the churcho." Then, "forasmuche as
men's affaires doe little pr<>s|»er where
God's service is neglected, all the burgesses took their placée in the quire
till a prayer was said by Mr. Bucke,
the minister, that It would please God

After the prayer the burgesses were
summoned one by one to take the oath
to the king, "none staggering at It."
The assembly at once set to work to
adopt English laws to Virglulan conditions. It added α series of trade regulations to restrict the production of tobacco. to keep up prices and to encourage the output of flax, silk and wine.
Thus before the Pilgrims were thinkin:? of leaving Holland representative
government was firmly established Id

the

new

world.—Exchange.

She Had a Substitute.
Influential Member—I am glad to notice. doctor, that your wife never turns
lier head to see who comes into church
late on Sunday morning. The Rev. Dr.
rîoodman—No, but she makes me tell
lier all about them after w· go home.
-Chicago Tribune.
Mamma Remembered.
(enraged)—Well. Constantly
Tapa
laughter, I've never In all my life seen
is soft, green, unsophisticated, spoony
Mam·
in idiot as young Puddlngton.
ma (emphatically)—I ha vet—Philadelphia Inquirer.
A eon never realizes how much his
father knew until he starts to adrlse children of his own.
Florida

( iwn

—

Cimes-Union.

KILLthe cough
CURE

and

LUNGS

THE

""Dr. King's
New Discovery
/Consumption

FORI

price

OUGHSand

50c M l 00
Free Trial.

^0LI)S

Surest and Quickest Cure fo. all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

estate of
SILAS B. DURG1N, late of Hiram,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given I
bonds as the law directs. All |iersons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
The house and land
all indebted thereto arc requested to make payestate of the late Mrs. Sarah
ment Immediately.
EDWIN W. RURQESS.
situated in the center of the
Aug. -.Mill, 1907.

For Sale in South Paris.
belonging

t< the
\\\ Hfwett,
village, lias

.me
two apartments of seven and ei^ht
NOTICE.
with eheds, large attic, &c., and is m
The κγ"·.ιπ ;* are
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be I excellent condition.
has been duly appointed administrator of the
extensive, containing additional L use
estate of
lots.
JACOB McKEEX, late of Paris
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
W. T. HEWETT.
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
1
JAMES S. WRIGHT, A«ent, S. I'arie.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for seulement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
and Boiler
Steam
ment immediately.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Aug. 50th, 1907.
Sale
For
Clieni».

Engine

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has I
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
DAVID CHAMBERLAIN, late of Hartford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law lUrects. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased ar··
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make pay
ment Immediate!"
TEN BROECK W. STETSON.
Aug. 20th, 1Ù07.

Second hand, six horse power
and eight horse power 1 1er.
Call and see them at A. C. Junes'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.

engine

■

60 YEARSEXPERIENCE

NOTICE.
The i»ubecril>er hereby give* notice that be I
has been duly appointed executor of the
will and testament of
ELIZA D. PEN LEY, late of Rumfonl,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. AU pereon·· I
having demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, r.nd all Indebted thereto arc requested t<>
make pavment Immediately.
HENRY DAVIS.
Aug. 20th, 1907.

Patents

lactj

|

I RADE

....

Α η τοη f> «ending

·

nriAKns

Designs
Copyrights 4c.

ketch and de»crii>tt

ma,
an
»

·ι

ether
qulcltljr ascertain our opinion free mi
Invention II probatrif patentable.
tlona strictlyrontldetulal. HANDBOOK onlv·

free. Oldest apency for securing put··' ■«.
Patents taken through Mutin Λ Co. raMtV·
la the

«ent

NOTICE.

The subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been duly appoluted executois of the last
will and testament of
MARY P. WENTWORTH, late of Brownfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
All persons bavin*
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased ar<
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto arc requested to make

I

|

tpreial notlcr, without cbnrge.

Scientific JTmcricatt.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest nr.
I a
culatlon of any scientific Journal, Tern
·«.
year: four months, IL Sold by all new-.Its

8 Co.3e,B'··4·" New ïork
MUNN
C.
Branch Office. 636 V 8t_ WashlugtuD.
1>.

payment immediately.

ARTHUR MERRILL.
WILLIAM II. WENTWORTH.

κ. w. ciiwiiiji;,

Aug. 30th, 1907.

NOTICE.
The eubacrlber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
ARTEL J. RUSSELL, late of Sumner,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make

payment Immediately.
GRACE M. RUSSELL.
Aug. 20th, 1807.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

Clcsnte* and beautifies the hair.
lVjinote* a loiiu.int growth.
Mever Palls to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Cure* (fslp dianira a hstr filling.
*0c.»pd |l.U)»t Drugi«M

I

|

Builders' Finish I
I will furnlih
Size or Style at

DOORS and WINDOWS
reasonable |>rlcee.

ί any

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any klml of Flnleh for It
Outside work, send In your orders. i'li
lier an·! Shingle* on hand Cheap for Cae!i

Planing, Sawing and Job

-:

I.

W.

i.e.

CBAi\DIJ:iC.
MatDe.

Sumner

Weat

r
m»

Work.

Matched Hard Wood Kloor Hoards for

I?.

EÉI!

...

y

THE...

Norway National Bank

issues checks

A QUAINT DOCUMENT.

headed:
"A re|H>rte of the manner of proceeding in the geueral assembly con vented
at James CItty, iu Virginia, July 30.
1(ί1!>, consisting of the governor, the
counsel! of estate and two burgesses
elected out of eache incorporation and
plantation, and Mug dissolved the 4th

SON,

SOUTH PARIS.
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—New York Press.

are

Spreaders,
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Γο All

beloved's, and my beloved U

MinutM of the First Representative
Assembly In America.
The minutes of the first representative assembly In America as written
by its clerk, John Twine, constitute a
quaint and Interesting document. They

Cylinder Oil.

Gasoline
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an

every one of the Country club
dances with hlm-but he did dance so
divinely—and had gone autoing with
him every Friday afternoon for a matter of some eight or ten weeks. But
what of it?
Theie were plenty of
others craving her faVor, and Just because she happened to like Jack s
dancing and Jack's auto better than
anybody else's, was that any reason
why he—
Honk, bonk!
The staccato breaking of the silence
nearly caused Elluor to lose her balShe gripped the top rail of the
ance.
fence hard and watched the wild thlug
wbla by.
Suddenly It .began to slow
down, then It turned around and started back again. Jack's car! Her heart
gave a bound of happy relief. Then It
sank slckenlngly as again she noticed
some one beside him—a woman, but
■o heavily veiled that Elinor could not
see her face.
Jack brought the machine to a standstill Upside Its disabled contemporary,
Jumped out and looked about for Its
possible owner. He could scarce believe his seuses when he saw Elinor
perched In solitary misery on the fence.

CONSTIPATION

thereof be given to all persons In
teroated by causing a copy of this order to I*
published three weeks successively In the Ox
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, tluit they may appear at s
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
third Tuesdny of 8ept., A. D. 1907, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
they see cause.
WIL80N STILLMAN, lw of Peru, deceased ;
final account presented for allowance by James
9. Wright, administrator.
a little gasp.
her
But she did not. for Jack took
ROBKBT W. GR\Y, late of Roston, Mass.;
her
for order to distribute balance remainIn his strong arms and, heedless of
In her hands presented by Kmma C. Cray,
lg
mahis
to
her
1
administratrix.
protestations, ran with
dechine, which he set going at full speed.
of
late
Norway,
SARAH D. HAWKINS,
When Eltuor had regained her equi- ceased; second account presented for allowance
Ε. K. Smith et alt, trustees.
librium aud her breuth, she assumed by
out of
EUGENE ASA L. ROBINSON of Parts; first
an Injured expression wholly
for allowance by P. L.
In her account presented
keeping with the tumult of Joy
Sturtcvant, guardian.
heart.
ALBION E. BRADBURY, late of Canton, de
"Who is the other woman?" she ask- ceased; petition for license to sell and convey
real estate presented by Byron C. Walte, admatit
did
what
ed frigidly, though
ministrator with the «111 annexed.
ter now?
ADELAIDE K. ELLIOTT, late of Rumford,
deceased: will and petition for nrobate thereof
Jack laughed heartily.
to be, presented by Caroline W. Blanchard, the ex(cuand
Nora
yours
cousin
"My
ride trlx therein named.
dear. I 1md to gçt some one to
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
know."
with me, you
A true copy—attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
him
at
shyly.
looked
up
Elinor
with
catch
up
"L)o you think they'll
NOTICE.
with
us?" she asked, her eyes sparkling
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
has deen duly appointed administrator of the

start Jack, with a leap and a bound,
with a
made for the fence. He landed
Elinor and
Jump directly in front of
stood looking up at her wistfully.
"On which side of the fence are you
going to Jump, dear?" he asked gently.
"On the other." replied Elinor, with

to guide and sanctifie all our proceedacquaintance ento his owne glory and the good of
the privileges of many ings
this plantation."
sure, she had been to

brief

M

now," exclaimed
Medway, Me., Aug. 4, 1906.
Jack, emerging soon. "Just got tired
"I have received great benefit from
of golug S3 fast and thought she'd
'L. P.' Atwood's Bitters and
give you two a little surprise. Which the true
them excellent for stomach
consider
went?"
Norrls
did
say
you
way
troubles,
constipation and sick head·
had
Jack
could
Elinor
reply
Before
Yours truly, Β. I. Weymouth.
iche.M
and
distance
a
short
road
run up the
You can always depend on "L. F."
stood looking Intently through hi· field
Atwood's Bitters for speedy relief from
glasses at a speck of a figure hurrying
This wondermany forms of sickness.
toward them.
ful remedy mingles with the contents of
"That's Norrls now," he callcd back
the stomach and digestive organs,
to the veiled lady. "Say, Nora, sup- arouses the liver, and cleanses the bowrun up
and
car
his
iuto
pose you get
els. Sold by your dealer, 35c.
to meet him. It will give bim a jolly
his
owu
rescued
be
to
by
good surprise
PROBATE NOTICE*.

as

"Mother objected to Frank calling so
"Why. Elinor," he cried in astonishMix one oup of sugar, 1 heaping table- often."
"Well!"
ment. "wh.it has happened?"
spoon of floor, add gradually one pint of
"So hereafter he is to come only on
"Nothing much, thank yoo, Mr. Wllwater, oook until thick, add tablespoon
Thursof butter. 1 teaspoonful of orange and U Mondays, Taeadaya, Wednesdays,
Hams," ans-ered Elinor distantly.
and
Sundays."
days, Saturdays,
liked «old 1 tablespoon of vinegar.
Mr. Norri·
••just a uil^ht aeddeut
ORANGE SAUCE.

has gone across the fields to get βοα»
assistance. He will be back In a minute. Don't Htop, I beg of you."
But Jnrk was used to having his own
underneath Verway and was already
non's machine investigating the cause

payable

in nearly all parts of
the world in the currenUNPROFITABLE
FEEDING
Intelligent stock raiser* know

that a certain amount of feed Is

keep

necessary to
alive.
They

an

animal

might feed that
amount as long as it lives, and it
would never gain a pound.
There le no profit In that kind
of feeding. The kind that pays

In the kind that builds flesh rapidly. If It takes twenty pounds
of food each day to keep a sheep

alive, twenty-live pounds a day
will make It gain flesh. It's the
extra tlvc that brings the profit.
The first five

nothing,

nor

pounds

amouute to

does the second or

third or fourth five pounds.
It'· the

*

way nllli adYon bave tu do a

same

vertising.
certain amount to overcome
the resistance of the public.
You have to do a certain
amount of advertising to make
them wuke up to the fact that

you are in business at all. You
have to pay a certain amount to
keep your advertising alive.

What
you pay above that
amount brings profit.
Borne advertisers fall l>ecause
they do not use enough spacc.

They

barely enough or Hotuetimes not quite enough to make
the advertising self sustaining.
A little bit more would make It
profitable. It Is better to adveruse

tise a little too much than not

quite enough.—Charles
Bates.

Austin

Some of our advertisers could
enlarge their spaoe with

profit

cy of the country
which drawn.

on

FOR «ALE.
One Concord wagon in good rtimlitioii,
m»
ono two-home McCormick mowing

chine,
hand

a Champion horse-rake,
driving liâmes*, a lever

>

:t|<T·
fur-

worker, end a Blanchard < lui ru. Κ· γ
ther particulars inquire of
A. J. I'EN'LKV.
South Parin, Maine.
-:,tf
June 17, 1N07.

REMEMBER!

Morris Klain,

Norway, Me

Can afford to and will pay BON toi
bera, and metal than any stranger that
your houee.
He paye from *5 to $0 |>er ton for Iron
Bred to hint here.

He buys folded newspaper*.

He I* paying for mixed rag*. 1 cent a ι
I'ajRubbers according to market.
price for bran sacks.

!· Ivn I
'"»«
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Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings s,jL.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nlchole St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

